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· Beblndthe stone wall stood the British outposts firing at the American b.attalion. The Liberty
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:Soys, on the 1lank, now broke from cover. Taking oft' his bat and raising his
sword, Dick cried in ringing tones: "Fire and charge on them!"
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The . Liberty Boys' Flank Move
Or, COMING UP BEHIND THE BRITISH
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.-A Plucky Jersey Boy.

young rebel is going to keep us out. Wilkins,
Tomlinson, force the door!"
"Get out of there, you redcoats, or you'll find
Two of the redcoats stepped forward to exeyourselves in a lot of trouble!"
cute the order, when something shining was
"How dare you talk to us like that, you young .thrust out of a knothole in t he door, and the
rebel!"
boy said, in a tone of determination:
"You had better keep away, or this thing might
"I am not a young rebel, or an old one, either.
I am a Jersey boy and a patriot. We don't know go off, and not by accident, either."
"Jove! The young rebel has a pistol, Serany rebels; but sou are a lot of meddling redcoats, and if you don 't get out of here, there'll be geant!" cried one of the men, drawing back
hastil,y.
trouble for you."
"Well, you have been under fire hefore, haven't
"I suppose you will make it?" asked one of the
you, Tomlinson ? " in a querulous tone.
redcoats, in a to:-ie of deriSion.
" Yes; but not under such beastly close tft-e as
There ·were three or four of the redcoats and
one sturdy good-looking boy of between fifteen all that! Why, it'd be'suicide!"
"Make a dash, man, and the fellow won't be
and sixtee~ years, who had just defied them,
able to shoot straight, and, besides, he might hit
greatly to the ir amusement. It was a summer Wilkins."
<lay, and the redcoats had. stopped at a house ~y
"By George! so he might, Sergeant," said the
the roadside about a mile from Allentown m
New Jersey, and were going into the barn near other redcoat, "and I'd rather not be made a target of in that fashion . Jove! He has two of
it, when they were accosted by the boy, who had them."
ordered them away.
Two pi !>tol barrels, or what looked like them,
There were horses in the barn, and the boy were thrust out for an instant and then withknew that r edcoats often helped themselves to drawn."
such things without saying aby your leave,;' and ·
"You had better keep away, I tell you," said
he had no desire that they should help themselves the boy. "I am not t o be trifled with , and you
to an,Ything-now. His father and mother, all the will find it out if you are too officious." •
, family , in fact, except himself, were away at this
The redcoats withdrew a few paces, and the
. time, and the redcoats had come up before he sergeant
said:
),.knew it. In reply to the redcoat's derisive ques"Where did the young rebel get the weapons,
tion, the boy replied:
do you suppose? He did not have them at first,
"Well, l'il make some of it, and I tell you to and
they don't k eep such things in barn s, as a
get out!"
(
general thing."
Then springing in front of the barn door, he
"Suppose we sneak along against the barn on
hurled' the foremost redcoat aside with su'ch vio- each side till we reach the door and then force
lence that he upset the man behind him, who in it," suggested the third man. "Then we won't
turn sent a t hird almost upon his back. Then, be directlv in front of him all the time and he
throwing open the barn door, the boy sprang won't see us."
outside and closed it, putting up a bar to keep
"Jove! That's a good idea, Bragg. Suppose
the redcoats out. The great double doors, where we do. Get close to the barn and he won't se~
the hayloads entered, were fastened on the inside, you."
the door the boy had used being a smaller one,
Two of the men got on one side of the door,
which was generally open.
and one on the other, and all three approached it
It was convenient to the mow, the mangers and cautiously. Then, at a signal from the sergeant, .
the stalls, and also to the toolroom at one side having r eached the door, they suddenly threw
and the chamber above, reached by an almost them selves against it and forced it open. It flew
perpendicular stairway. By the time the redcoats in rather more quickly than they had expected,
picked themselves up they found that the boy ~ad however, and the three of them measured their
escaped and that the door was barred agarnst lengths on the barn floor in a moment. Then,
them.
before the,,, could pick themselves up, a lot of
- "There are horses in there, and we want them," · hay came fumbling- down from aloft, fairly bury·
said one, a sergeant, "and, what is more, no ing them.
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"Jove! -Stop that, you young rebel, or you'll
us!" yelled the sagacious Bragg, crawling out from one load only to be floored by another.
"Stop it, I say, you saucy young rebel!" cried
romlinson. "Hello! Sergeant, come in here and
dig us out!"
The sergeant ran in, but was instantly deluged
b,, a shower of water that came from somewhere
overhead and quite took away his breath. Then
ha ran out again, followed by the three redcoats,
covered with dust, their wigs full of hay, and
sneezing and coughing at a great rate. And
then from an upper window they 'heard the boy
calling lustily:
"Hello! Liberty Boys! This way, redcoats,
catch 'em, this way!"
"Liberty Boys!" gasped the sergeant, shivering, although it was a hot June day. "Those are
the young rebels that we have met before and
that made. so much mischief for us."
"Yes; and, by George, there they come now!"
cried Wilkins. "Jovel The young rebel was
right; we are getting into a lot of trouble!"
Along the road leading to AiJlentown the redcoats now saw a group of boys in the blue and
buff of the Continental Army, all well mounted,
and led by a boy on a magnificent coal black horse
of pure Arabian blood. Just behind the young
captain was a boy on a big gray, another on a
speedy bay mare, and one on a roan, while behind these three were a dozen more bo.y•s, all
well mounted and presenting a most striking appearance.
They had sighted the sergeant and the three
redcoats and were coming on at a gallop. The
redcoats lost no time, but sprang upon their
horses and rode away in the opposite direction,
toward the camp of the British under Sir Henry
Clinton. The British had evacuated Philadelphia,
and were now on their way to New York, watched by the patriot forces under General Washington, who was eager to have an engagement with
Clinton.
Clinton was wary, however, and tried to avoid
a meeting with the Americans, wishing to get
nearer New York before risking a battle. The
four redcoats made all haste to escape, and the
party of Liberty Boys, as the- Jersey boy had
called them, pushed them hard for a short time
and then rode back to the barn.
"You had some trouble with these fellows, I
take it?" said the boy captain, whose name was
Dick Slater, and who lived in Westchester County, New York, a s did most of the troop.
"Yes; but they had most of the trouble, as I
told them they would," with a laugh.. "I am all
alone and they wanted to get into the barn, and
" I knew that if they did ·they'd want our horses,
and I made up my mind that they should not
have them. I had to resort to strateg,y until I
saw you Liberty Boys coming, however. "
"What did you do?" asked the boy on the big
gray, who was Mark Morrison, second lieuten ant
of the Liberty Boys, one of the bravest in the
company, universally liked and thoroughly trusted.
"Well, I threw them aside first and got in and
then shoved the tines of a fork out at them and
pulled them back again, and told them it was
loaded."
~mother
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"They thought you had a brace of pistols?"
with a hearty laugh.
"Yes. Then they kept close to the barn so
that I would not see them, and made a sudden
clash at the door."
"Well ,, and what then?" interestedly.
"1 was up in the mow and the door was not
barred. When they threw themselves against it,
in it went, and they all spra:wled on the floor,
and I threw hay on them till they were nearLY'
smothered."
The boys all laughed heartily, and Ben Spurlock, the boy on the roan, said:
"But the sergeant was soaking wet. How did
that happen?"
"Oh, there's water in the barn and I carried a
bucketful up in the mow and let him have it.
The rest got hay, but he was a little better than
they, being a sergeant, and I gave him water."
"You are a plucky boy," said Dick. with a
smile, "and a resourceful one as well. It is
scarcely necessary to ask you if you are a patriot?"
"I am one, all right. No decent Jersey boy
would be anything else."
"Hear! Hear!" said t he boy on the bay mare,
who was a dashy-looking fe llow and a universal
favorite , being Ma1·k Morrison's fast friend.
"You are a ' Jersey boy yourself; your name is
Jack Warren. and you live the other side of Allentown," said the other.
"So am I a Jersey boy," spoke up another, "and
what you say is true; and I agree with you, the
same as Jack."
"And your name is Neel Sawyer and you live
on this side of Allentown," said Jack. "My sister
and yours are great cronies, but I have not seen
so much of you."
"No, I have been in Philadelphia a good deal,
even after the redcoats took it. I couldn't g-et
away," with a laugh. "I went there to a Quaker
schoql, but came home for the summer."
"You are no Quaker, Ned," said Mark. "The
Quakers don't fight, but I guess you would."
"I should say I would!" emphatically. "If father was home, Captain , I'd ask you to ask him;.,,_
_.
if I could join the Liberty Boys."
"Ask him y•ourself, Neel," said Dick Slate.r,
with a laugh, "and then come and tell me at the
camp."
"There is likely to be lively times before long,
and I'd Hke to be in them."
"You had some lively ones just now, by all
accounts, Ned," said Jack.
"So I did. The redcoats are in strong force
beyond, and these four were foraging or scout,
ing, I don't know which."
"You might ·find out more about them, Ned,
before you come over to the camp," said Dick.
"Any i nformation of the sort that you can get
will be appreciated."
"All right, Captain; I will learn all I can. Father a nd mother have gone to Allentown, and
you may meet them on your way back. If you
do, ask them about my joining the Liberty Boys,
so as to save time."
The boy~ ~mi l ed and went on toward the ... ~mp,
Ned remammg at the house to wait for his
father and mother and the rest. Nearing Allell-
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"Yes. The captain spoke about getting some
f
information for him."
and Jack said to Mark:
After dinner Ned set off on his horse toward
"There are Mr. and Mrs. Sawyer and Patience
the British lines with two important objects in
and the younger girl coming now."
Mark told Dick, and when the wagon came up, view. One was- to fin d out all he could about the
redcoats, and the other was to divert the march
the -yQung captain halted and said:
of the enemy so t hat it would not pass his fa"This is Mr. Sawyer?"
"Yes, Captain. You are some of the Liberty ther's house. Nearing the camp, Ned hid his
horse among the bushes at the side of the road,
Boys, I believe?"
"We are. Your son Ned wants t o join our tethering him so that he would not stray away,
and then went on. There were other boys in the
troop. Are you willing for him to do so?"
"W·h y, yes, if you are ready to take him. He camp, and .Presently three of these came up to
has spoken of it. I see that you have John the boy, and one of them said, in a bullying tone:
" What you doing here, Ned Sawyer? You're a
Warren's son with you."
"Yes, and we are very well satisfied with him." rebel! You get out!"
"I have -as much right here as you have, Bill
"If you have boys like Jack Warren in your
company, they would be very good a ssociates for Dodd, an d I am not a rebel. Even if I am, that
i s better than a sneaking Tpry\"
Ned."
" I'll lick you for twopence!" snarled the other,
"We have plenty of them, sir," smiling.
"Then I have no hesitation in letting him join." and his companions began to back him up.
None of them would have attacked Ned singly,
"You might tell him so, then, and send him
in. Tell him to get all the information that he but the three thought that they might be able
can. He will know what 1 mean. Can you spare to manage him.
"And I'd lick you for nothing if it was worth
a horse for him?"
while," laughed Ned; "but there's no glory in
"He has one cJf his own."
thrashing a fellow like y-0u."
"•
"Then the matter is settled, I guess."
"You rebels will have to . g~t out as soon as we
redcoats begin to go ahead," blustered Bill Dodd.
Ned saw some redcoats approaching, and said
quietly and with no air of bluster:
CHAPTER IL-The Jersey Bo,,, and Some Others.
"Maybe we won't , then. General Washington is
at Allentown and General Wayne and a lot o!
Ned Sawyer threw back the hay which he had troops and more are coming. Pe1·haps we won't
thrown down, swept up -the water and put away be the ones to get out, after all."
"Is the rebel, Mr. Washing ton, at Allentown,
the bucket, and made things as tidy as they had
.
been before the appearance of the r edcoats. Then boy ?" asked one of the soldiers.
"Yes, but he is not Mr. Washington, any more
he did a number of chores, bringing wooo and
water lighting a fire in the kitchen, and setting than Clinton is Mr. Henry Clinton. We have
. the ~ble as neatly as his sister could have done generals as well as you, and good ones."
Ned now saw the sergeant and the three men
it. Ned Sawyer was not a high-toned sort of
boy, by any means, but he had been taught to do whom he had met in the morning coming up, and
many things in order to ~ave his mother and stepped back a little so as to be out of sight.
Bill Dodd and the other Tory boys thought to
sister trouble, and he was not ashamed of it.
He could spl.it and saw wood, harness, milk, take him at a disadvantage while he was talking
plow, hoe, dig, and do all sorts of farm work to the redcoat, and suddenly closed in on him and
better than most boys of his age; and was a struck at him. Ned seemed to have eyes in the
thorough boy even if he could do things that most back of his head, and turned quickly, parrying
b&,ys leave for the girls to do. The family came Bill's blow and landing one on the Tory's nose.
~fue shortly before noon, and Mrs. Sawyer set He treated them all impartialL)', however, for he
about getting dinner, the boy's mother being next delivered two more blows, and each of the
greatly pleased at what he had done in the wayi boys got one.
"Maybe you'll meddle with me again when I
of saving work for her.
"Did you meet Captain Sla:ter and some of the. am talking to your betters, you clowns!" he said.
"Are there man y of you r ebels in the town,
Liberty Boys, fath er?" Ned asked, coming to the
boy ?" the redcoat a sked, smiling at the summary
point at once.
"Yes, Ned, and the captain says you will do if way in which Ned had disposed of the bullies.
"Yes, but you don't need to call names. We
I can spare you." ·
"And can you, sir?" the boy ask.e d, looking up are not rebels; we are American patriots. You
have no business h ere, you are invaders, and you
frankly.
"I guess so, Ned. I know that_you h ave long hire a lot of foreigners who don 't know the first
wanted to do something for your country, and thing about our trouble to come ·over here and
this will give you a chance and will be better fight us. Why don't you do it yourselves? Are
than going into the army, for which you are too you afraid you can't conquer us? Well, you are
young. I have heard many fine things said of about right."
There was no tone of boasting or bluster in the
Captain Slater, and I like his appearance very
much. He strikes me as a thoroughly upright, boy's talk, and the redcoat s were impressed hy• it.
"By Jove! you are the boy that made trouble
manL:11 boy, and I think that you will be greatly
benefited by being with him and the rest. They for us this morning," said the sergeant. "1 think
look thoroughly like soldiers, and I think they I ought to arrest you.'~
"You came to our house, where. you had no
are desperately in earnest, every one of them."
business, and were . going to steal our horses."
"Then I may join?" eagerly.

town, they saw a two-horse wagon approaching,
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answered Ned. "I had everv right to treat you
as I did, and if I were 't o report you to the col•'P.el he would say that I did the only thing I
c.J.uld."
The boy's bold attitude rather staggered the
rsergeant, and he had nothing to say, for Ned was
perfectly right.
"I was not going to steal your horses," he said,
coloring. "I was only going for a drink of wa·
ter."
·
"Well, you got it!" laughed the boy, and the
p.ergeant colored still more deeply.
Ned then noticed three or four more boys whom
he did not know, although he knew most of the
Allentown bO,.)"S.
"And there are a good many rebels at Allentown under Washington, are there?" the first
redcoat resumed.
"There are American troops there, yes; but we
are not rebels. We are fighting for our rights,
for our independence. That is not being rebels.
You British did the same thing, but you did not
call yourselves rebels." ~
"But tell me, boy, does your general really expect to hold us back?"
"He does" seriously, "and if you advance
through All~ntown, you will find the 'rebels,' as
you call them, quite ready for you."
The Tory boys had dropped back, but the others had advanced and were quietly listening to
the talk between Ned and the redcoats.
"Why did you come to the camp?" asked the
Briton.
"To look around and see what a camp was like
and to see if 1you had as many men as we have,''
frankly.
"By George! You don't make any secret of it,
my. boy,'' laughed the ilergeant.
"Why should I? You asked me a plain questfon and I gave you a plain answer."
"Then you are a spy, by your own confession."
"Well, I didn't say that I came to get a drink
of water," dryly.
The sergeant flushed, and the others laughed,
and Ned walked away in a eareless manner. Then
the other boys got in front of the redcoats and
began to ask them all sorts of foolish questions
about the camp, whether they thought there
would be a fight, if people would have to pay to
see it, as at a circus, and why didn't they arrest
the boy' if he was a rebel.
"Get out of the way, you donkeys!" sputtered
the sergeant.
The boys sca"' -,i:ed, but Ned Sawyer was nowhere to be seen, although he saw the redcoats
from a corner of a tent.
"Those were some of the Liberty Boys, I'll bet
anything!" he said to himself, "and they came up
and asked those foolish questions so as to give
me a chance to get away."
In a few minutes he saw Bill Dodd and the
other Tory boys again, and Bill said sneeringly:
"Huh! You run away so's I wouldn't lick
you!"
"All right, then do it now," said Ned, coming
forward.
Bill Dodd would not set upon Ned alone, and
he ·quickly said:
"Come on, fellers, let's lick him!"
Ned did not wait for the three bullies to attack him, but flew at the trio without delay. In
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a short time he had blackened both of Bill Dodd's
eyes, had made Sim Simpkin's nose to bleed, and
had loosened two of Jim Budd's front teeth. The
three bullies had got quite enough by that time
and they beat a hasty retreat. Ned was making
his way out of the camp, taking care to avoid
the sergeant and th e others, when he saw the
three boys who had a s ked such fooli sh questions.
"Very good, Ned ," said one, and the boy recognized Dick S later by his voice, but in no other
way.
"My sakes!" he exclaimed.
"We may as well go,'' said Dick. " We have
learned all we can at this time, I think."
Then they left the camp, and Dick said:
"This is Lieutenant Bob Estabrook and this is
Will Freeman , who expects to be Jack Warren's
brother some day."
"He'll be a lucky fellow, then,'' said Ned, "for
Dorothy Warren is a fine girl."
Dick and the rest had hidden their horses not
far from where Ned had left his, and Dick said
as they mounted and rode off at an easy pace:
"You were wise to hide your horse, Ned; but
you must teach him to stand without being tethered. Some time you might wanl to get away in
a hurry and ,you would los e time in slipping the
tether."
"I shall have to do it,'' said Ned. "I would not
have known you if you had not s poken in your
natural tones. I know nearly all the bo·ys around
here, and I was wondering who you were."
"We set out quite unexpectedly to see the
camp. I thought you would be there. You did
very well, Ned. I suppose you told what you did
in order that the troops would not pass your
house?"
·
"Yes, I did. It was no harm!"
"No, and it was as well that you did. Others
would suffer as well as your father, if they went
that way. There are not so many places on the
other road, and the enemy will be in a greater
hurry now."
"I wanted to save our place, and others, and
did"'not suppose it would do any harm to tell of
our forces, when they are bound to know of them
later."
"It was no harm at all, and it showed great
thoughtfulness on your part.
You convin~
. "d
those redcoats by your quiet manner when ~nJ!}
would not have done so had you boasted and
swaggered."
"Well, I shall be glad if I have accomplished
what I undertook," the boy replied, greatly
pleased.
"I think that you have," said Dick, and then
they all rode on at a brisk pace toward the camp.
They passed Ned's house on the way, and Dick
stopped for a moment to see them all and to
• say to Ned's father:
"It is all ri g ht, Mr. Sawyer. Ned is just the
sort of boy we want. You won't be troubled by
the rndcoats, for they will go by another road."

CHAPTER III.-A Very Clever Affair.
Ned's father and mother and two sisters were
very glad that Dick was pleased with them, as
well as to know that he had preverited the red~
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and was putting on the coarse breeches, hose
and jacket worn by Bill Dodd, retaining his own
•
shirt and shoes.
"You had better tie those fellows up, Harry,"
said Jack, as he got out of his uniform quickly.
"If they shout, shove a pistol barrel into their
mouths and fire away!"
Jack had no intention of doing anything of the
kind, of course, but the Tory bullies were great!Y frightened and shook as if they had the ague.
They were tied up, and the two Harrys kept
guard over them, having no occasion to more
than point their pistols at the fellows to insure
complete silence.
"Soil your face and muss your hair, Ned,"
suggested Jack. "You do not want to look too
slick. You have been walking along the dusty
road and it's a hot day."
Jack Warren looked like anything but his
dashy self when he was ready to set out, and the
two Harrys were forced to laugh as the,)' noticed
him.
"Take a couple of pistols, Ned," he said. "You
may need them ."
"All right, Jack," and the boys put two pistols inside his jacket, as he saw his companion

ao.

"If we see Dick," said Jack, "get into some sort
of a row with the redcoats and attract their attention, and I'll do my best to g et him away.
We'll have our horses and his close at hand so
that we can make a dash and leave these fellows behind in a twinkling."
"Very good!" answered Ned. "I'll rely on
you, Jack, to carrr. the affair through."
"I guess he will carry out his part of it all
right, Jack, from what Will said of · the affair
this morning," remarked Harry Thurber.
"Yes, Will told me about it, and it was all
right."
The two boys now set out on their horses and
rode till they were within a short distance of
the enem y, which Jack had determined by his observation from the treetop. Then they dismounted, walked on cautiously till they could see the
tents and t hen hid the t hree horses, having
brnught Major with them, in the bushes where
'
no chance traveler could see them.
"Your shoes are not dust y e nough ," said Jack,
"and you have horsehairs in 1yiour coat. You have
not been riding, or you are not supposed to have
been, at any rate."
Then the clever fellow brushed off the horsehairs from Ned's coat and threw dust over his
shoes and a lit tle way up on his coarse hose. He
fixed his own shoes in the sa me manner, and
then he and Ned went on at a walk which seemed to indicate that they had been some time on
the road and were hot and tired. They found the
redcoats sitting or standing about in the shade
of the trees or at the entrance of the tents, for
it was hot and sultry, and any shelter was welcom e. Jack saw Dick i n one of the ten ts and
gave a short cough, a s he halted and wiped his
face on his coat sleeve.
"Got a drink o' water?" he a sked, with a
drawl. "We're just tuckered out. Gosh, but it's
bot!"
"I wouldn't mind a mug o' cider myself," rout-.
tered Ned, drawing a long breath and sitting
ander a tree, "but I don't suppose you got it. If
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I was you I'd have lots o' things, but I just believe you're afraid o' the rebels, an' dassent take
anything from 'em."
" If you want a drink, there is a spring by the
wayside about half a mile from here," said one
of the men in a surly tone.
"You're too blame lazy to bring any here!"
snarled Ned. "I don't want water, anyhow, I
want cider, an' if 1y<0u redcoats had any spunk,
you'd have a bar'l of it, but you're just too
blame skeered o' the rebels to take it an' they'll
drive you out'n here 'fore you know where you
be!"
"You don't want to talk like that to us, you
clod!" angrily. "Go on about your business!".
"If you do not, you will get more than cider,
I can tell you that!"
"Yes, and it won't taste so good, either; so
clear out, you impudent bumpkin, or you'll be
kicked out!"
"There isn't
"~udge!" said Ned, getting up.
one o' you what's man enough to do it, and that's
what I think of you."
With that, the plucky' fellow slapped the face
of one redcoat and gave the nose of another a
savage tweak, kicking a third in the shins and
causing him to utter a yell of rage and pain. The
three redcoats and others made a dash at the
boy, who cleverly tripped up one of them, causing others to fall over him, and then made for
the road, but 11,W ll<j' from the direction they had
come. The great er part of the redcoats put after him, when J a ck made a dash for the tent,
and hissed, knocking down the redcoat nearest
to ,it: I
"Now, Dick-hurry!"
Dick sprang to his feet, ran out and upset two
redcoats as Jack, running up, put two pistols in
his hands. Both boys made a break for the road,
and Jack uttered a shrill call. Ned suddenly
doubled on his tracks, darted across the road,
fired a shot which carried off the hat of one of
the redcoats, and cut off up the road at full
speed.
There was a husky alarm from the redcoats at
the tents, and the others, seeing that they had
been outwitted by a clever Jersey boy, and a
patriot at that, turned swiftly and made for the
three boys. They were heavily accoutered, }rio w ever, and it was a hot day, and the boys could
make much better time. Jack fired a couple of
shots and Dick fired two more, taking no pains
to hit the men, but only confusing them. Then
Jack got out the horses and in a moment the
boys were in the saddle.

CHAPTER IV.-The Enemy on the March.
The redcoats came flying after the boys, expecting t o catch them in a short time, heavyfooted a s they were. To their utter a mazement,
they suddenly saw the boys jump on the backs
of three fl eet horses and .-l-"lsh away. They we re
hot a)ld dusty, reeking w:",h sweat and encumbered with heavy uniforms, and, had the boys
been on foot, they could not have overtaken
them. In a short time they saw that it was
hopeless to attem pt to overtake the daring boys
or even to hi t them, having fired a number of
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random shots. A turn in the r oad quickly hid
the boys from sight, and then t he redcoats h alted, thoi:oug hly d isgusted, and made their way
back to the camp, indulging in a lot of bad lang uage.
"Well done, boys," said Dick. "That was a
very clever plan, cleverly carried out. It was not
all yours, was it, Jack?"
"No, not all. Ned proposed jt, and I gave him
some suggestions."
"Well, you both deserve credit for the way' in
which you carried it out. I knew you both and
thought you had some plan, and when Ned began
to pick a quarrel with the redcoats I knew t hat
it had something to do with it and waited for a
signal from you."
"it was J ack that suggested that," laughed
Ned. "I proposed catching the Tories and using their clothes for disguises."
"Yes, I wonder ed where you had procured
them, for you lost very little time, and I knew
there was no place nea1· where.- you could get
them, and that you could not have gone back to
the camp."
"The Tory boys came along in the nick of
time" added Jack, "and Ned suggested that we
capt~re them and take their clothes, which we
did."
Dick laughed heartily when he saw the Tozy.
bullies, but they looked very shamefaced as well
as frightened, for they imagined that the boys
would do all sorts of things to them. Jack and
Ned speedily got off their disguises and put on
their uniforms, and Dick said:
"You boys can put on 1your clothes and go, but
if we catch you telling the redcoats anything
we!ll give you something to make you remember us for a long time."
The two bullies put on their clothes, and then
all three hurried off as fast as they could go.
"I'll bet anything that if they meet those
redcoats they will be taken for us," laughed Jack,
"and get a licking. I'd give something to see
what happens."
"You can go ahead if you like, Jack," said
Dick, laughing. "You may learn something more
of the redcoats; but be careful."
Jack waited a reasonable time, so a s to give
the bullies time eno_ugh to reach the redcoats,
and t2'ap set off on his speedy mare. He halted
when he saw the three boys ahead of him, stopping in time to escape observation and then going
on again. At length he dismounted, made a detour, and came out just behind the boys. Keeping in the woods, he went on cautiously, and then
halted in sight of the camp and waited. The
redcoats were getting ready to leave, evidently
expecting that the Liberty Boy s. would soon be
along. Then to their g1·eat amazement along
came the very bays who had insulted them and
helped Dick Slater to escape.
"So you're back again, are you?" cried one
angrily, rushing out and seizing Bill Dodd.
Then he proceeded to give that worthy a thorough shaking, at the same time cuffing and k icking him right and left. All three boys were
s eized and subjected .to the same treatment, although there had been only two engaged in the
rescue.
"You lemme go!" bawled Bill Dodd, trying to
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get away. "I ha in 't done nothing t o you, just
you leggo o' me !"
"Done nothing, eh, when you slapped my face
and tweaked Jones' nose? Well, I'll do nothin g
'to you, then!"
"It wasn't us at all!" yelled the other. "It was
them rebels. They caught us, took off our clothes
and put 'em on and then went away so1pewheres,
and when they come back they had the other
rebel , Dick Slater, with 'em, and that's all about
it."
Jack Warren -felt so much like laughing that
he had to get away, and even then he broke into
a heart31 peal of laughter before he was out of
hearing, that startled the redcoats and caused
them to look around. Then they saw a boy in
Continental uniform hurrying through the woods,
laughing to split his sides. They put after him ,
but J ack was too quick for them, and reached his
beautiful mare while they were still at some distance. Then he jumped into the saddle and rode
away, still laughing and waving his hat.
"Gosh! That's one o' the rebels now!" sputtered one of the Tory boys. "That's the fellow
what had on my clothes!"
Jack was soon out of sight, and the three Tory
boys made their escape while the redcoats were
saying hard things about him. Jack rode up,
still laughing, and fairly convulsed the boys
when he told of the reception that the Tory boys
had received.
''I'll wager that they will keep away from both
redcoats and patriots -a:fter this,'' he added, "for
they have been pretty badl.P treated by both. lt
was as good as a show to see them , though, an d
I would not have missed it for a good deal."
"Did you learn anything new, Jack?" asked
Dick.
"The redcoats have received a thorough scare
and are gettiug ready to leave. I doubt if they
are there in half an hour."
"That is something, and doubtless the reports
that Neel spread will send all of them off by another road sooner than we expected."
The boys then rode on at a g ait that would not
fatigue either themselves or the horses and at
length reached the camp well on in the afternoon, with plenty of news to tell, Jack having a
story that would amuse them all. The boys were
greatly pleased to hear how well the new recruit
had behaved, for they had been attracted to him
from the first and were glad to know that they
had formed a proper estimate of him. Patsy and
Carl went off to get su pper, assisted by others,
while the rest occupied themselves in various
ways, the camp presenting a very busy scene.
The days were at their longest just now and
it was after nine o'clock before it grew quite
dark. At that time, the boy'.5 being well rested
and the night being cooler than the day had
been, Dick set out on horseback with seven or
eight of the Liberty Boys, inclu·Jing Jack, Ben,
the two Harrys, Will Freeman and the new re.
cruit, to see what the enemy were doing.
''!f they have gone on the march and changed
their route, we want to know it," he said, "so
that the general can get after them."
Besides being the captain of t he Liberty Boys
pick Slater was a famous scout and spy, hav~
mg been em ployed by General Washington · him.
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self on more than one secret mission of great
importance and always proving n:iost satisfactory.
Dick proposed to do some scoutmg now, and he
took Ned with him in order to give the boy some
experience. They rode at a good speed and had
passed the point where the British outpost had
been v.;thout seeing any sign!" of the enemy.
Then Dick suddePly halted and listened, the others reining in their horses.
"Do you h~a~ anything, boys?" a;;ked Dic'k,
whose hearing was of the keenest.
"I don't hear anything, Captain," said Jack,
who was on higher ground than the rest, "but I
see something over yonder," pointing.
"What do you see, Jack?"
"The glitter of arms and the flash of scarlet
unifvrms."
"Yes, yeti are right, and I hear the enemy
marching."
"Yes, and now I hear the clatter of hoofs myself but not very distinctly. The enemy are on
the' march and going in the direction of MonmoutL"
"That i,;, right, Jack. Come on and we may
get a better view of them."
The bovs rode on at a lively rate and at length
could both see and hear the enmny very plainly,
there being a large force of them.
"I thought it was likely that they would change
their line of march," said Dick, "but now we are
sure of it and can report to the commander-inchief. Thinking so-and-so is one thing, but knowing it is quite another."
The boys watched the enemyi tile past in the
distance taking a greatly different route from
what th~y had intended, till at last Dick said:
"Well, 'Ned, they won't bother your place, the
wav they are going."
"No, they won't, and I am very glad of i~.'' "I think we might as well return," contmued
Dick. "They will not change their course now
and we may have to go on the march ourselves in
a short time."
They wheeled and were riding ~:m at a gallop,
when Dick suddenly halted and said:
"Conceal yourselves, boys!"
The boys obeyed on the instant and wi~hout
question, drawing in close to the tr~es o_n either
side of the road where they were quite hidden by
the deep shadows. In a few moments they knew
whv Dick had halted, for a number of men came
riding along, taking the middle of the road and
not seeing the boys.
"The redcoats are on their way and the rebels
will be going after 'em and there won't be. any
Liberty Boys nor any one else to protect the
place and we'll go there, take all the ?orses and
everything el se we want an? run off with the gal
besides," one of the men said.
.
"Yes, and serve Sawyer right!" growled another.
Then the men rode past and Dick heard nothing more di stinctly.
·"Do you kno w those men, Ned?" asked Dick,
when it was safe to speak.
"One was .Dodd and the other was Budd. There
were other Tories in the party."
"Can they reach your house from here conveniently?"
"Yes, by the crossroad yonder," pointing.
0
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"Then we shall have to follow them and prevent their doing any mischief."

CHAPTER V.-Giving the Tories a Lesson.
Ned Sawyer's home was threatened, but his
new associates in the Liberty Boys, although he
had not ,y et been twelve hourse with them, were
ready to help him and to save his home from
destruction and his sister from being carried off.
The Liberty Boys always stuck by one another,
and as kmg as Ned bad taken the oath, he need
not have !been with them an hour for them to
feel that they owed a duty to him. They w.ould
now help him as quickly as they would fly to
the aid Qf Dick Slater himself, and Dick would
as readily assist Patsy or Carl or the newest
recruit as he would Bob or Mark or Ben or any
of the boys who had been in the company from
the start.
The boys rode on fast enough to keep reasonably close behind the Tories and yet not let the
latter know that they were there. The boyrs all
knew that they could very quickly catch up with
the ruffians when they began to get into mischi~f, and so Ned had no fear that his people
would suffer. At length they heard the Tories
shouting and firing, and rode ahead at full speed.
The wretches had begun to attack the house, and
had started pulling down the fences to make
bonfires of, some of them starting to set fire to a
field of grain not far from the house.
The boys at once divided into two or three
parties as they reached the place, each having a
certain task to perform. One set dashed to the
grain field and opened fire upon the men there,
while another attacked the men pu!Hng down the
fences. The other s went straight to the house,
this being the largest, a s the men there were
greater in number than elsewhere .. D?ck h~ade d
this party, and Jack and Ned wer e m 1t. Pistols
began to crack anrd muskets to rattle and bang,
and the enemy were greatly surpri sed, hav;ng no
idea that any one knew of their com ing or were
anywhere n ea1·. The party at the house was tryino- to force the doors and ."ndows, so as t-0 get
in~Mr. Sawyer and the, rest firing upon thim.
Then the boys ru shed up and dismoun ted , hurling themselves upon the Tories and beginning to
throw them about wit'1 }it: le care for consequences. There was light enough fo r them to see
the Tories and make no mistakes, and they began
pummelling the ruffians most vigorously, hurling
them aside, knocking them down and pounding
them most unmercifully a s fast a s the y' caught
one of the villains. The boys at the fence and
at the field quickly Touted the Tories at those
places and F.ent them running up the road at full
f) pee<l. Then the boys joined Dick's force, and
began to thump and pound the Tories as the
othcr s ' were <loing. There w as a sudden cry from
the rear (lf the:> house, and Ned, Jack and others
ran aTound there. Two or three of the Tories
had forced the rear door and were about j.o run
off with Patience Sawyer, Ned's sister.
"Here, clear out!" shouted Jack, giving one of
the abductors a stunning blow on the head with
the butt of his pjstol. The man staggered, let go
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of the girl, and made off in great haste. Then
Ned gave a11other a blow in the face with his
fist, and Ben seized another by his shoulders
and fairly hurled him into the road. Then other
boys came running up, and the Tories were very
roughly handled, being very glad to make their
escape. The boys then rode away, after Ned's
father and mother and the whole family, in fact,
had thanked them for what they had done.
"If you boys want anything while you are in
camp," said the farmer, "don't be a~raid to come
and a sk for it, for we'll be glad to give 1~u whatever you need. You boys are not under pay like
soldiers, and you've got to live, and I'll keep
you supplied all I can."
"We are much obliged, sir," said Dick, and we
may call upon you. It may be that we shall leave
hel'e shortly, but if we do not and we need anything, you will hear from us."
"The boys did not do this for the sake of getting anything out of it, father," said Ned.
"I know that they did not, my boy, but they
must be supported, just the same! ~eing defenders of their country, and· I am w1llmg to do my
share of it."
"There are many who feel the same as i)"OU do,
sir," said Dick, "and I can assure you that we
do not suffer."
"It would be wrong if you did," the farmer replied, "and I will see that you do not, as far as
I am able."
The boys then r~de a way, being heartily received by those who had remained and who w~re
very anxious to bear what had happened, having
heard the sound of iiring. They were greatly interested and laughed merrily at the account of
the thrashing given to the Tories by the farme1·s.
There was nothing heard from the commanderin-chief that night, and Dick knew that he must
know of the sudden departure of the enemy.
"They will probably send for us :when ~hey
want us," said Dick, "and then we will go m a
hurry. It will be all right, I don 't doubt."
In the morning Dick set out with some of the
boys to recon noiter and see if there were any of
the enem.yi about. They saw no signs of them,
however, and Dick was satisfied that they had
gone on. On the return they stopped at the Sawyer house and heard that nothing had been seen
of the Tories and it was not likely that anything
would be. o~ the return to the camp Dick found
that a messenger from Genera1 Washington had
just come in with a dispatch ,from the general.
Dick read it carefully, and then sent for Bob and
Mark.
"The general has sent for us to join him and
the rest of the trqops," he said, "and we will go
forward in a short time. It is likely that the
British have made a stand somewhere and there
will be a battle soon."
"The Liberty Boys will be glad to hear that,"
said Bob.
"And glad to be doing somethi ng," added Mark,
"although they have not been idle of late."
There was no haste about the boys getting
away, for Washington wished them to keep a
watch on the road and see if any more troops
came up, it being thought that perhaps all of
Clinton's forces had not come up, and that an
' attar.k might be made in the absence of the pa-
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triots. Dick gave i11structions to Bob to get th~
Liberty Boys under way, and then he and Marl!
and a score of the boys set out as an advanc~
guard to watch the road. There was no sign of
the enemy, however, and Dick learned from som~
of the neighbors that the last of the redcoats and
Hessians had passed in the early morning, a~
Messengers soon afterward arrived from Phila·
delphia confirming the news.
Dick and his party went on at an eas,y pace,
and at length Bob and the main body of the
Liberty Boys came up, and they all went on together. The weather was hot again and so the
march was not rapid, as there seemed no need
for haste at the tinte.
"There will be plenty to do before long, no
doubt," said Ben to Sam, as they rode along.
"Yes, and plenty to do it,'' added Sam.
"And our new recruit will not have been with
us long before he will have experience that some
of us did not have till we had been weeks in the
troop," remarked Harry Thurber.
"That's his luck!" laughed Harry Judson.
'\

,
CHAPTER VI.-The Battle Begins.

The Liberty Boys were in camp near Monmouth Court House, the British and Hessians
being some mi'es di~t~nt, but just in what position was not know1, a1,u Dick had just receive<!
orders from the genera'. to see what he could
learn of them. It was thP. day af[cr their depar•
ture from Allentown, and they had had a rest and
were greatly refreshed, although the weather was
still hot and sultry, it being now along toward
the end of June. Along in the afternoon Dick
was out with a dozen of the boys reconnoitering.
With him were Ben, Sam, the two Harrys, Jack,
Ned Sawyer, and others. They were not far
from where the Briti sh were supposed to be, and
were going along cautiously•, keeping an eye O'l
the road ahead and listening for -any suspicious
sounds. All at once they heard the sound of
shots ahead of them, mingled with shouts and
confused noises.
"Some one has been attacked!" cried Dick.
"Jove! Those ruffians you met this morning
may be abroad," said Ben.
Then the boys dashed ahead at full speed. In
a short time they came upon a solitary British
officer, on horseback, attacked by the very men
Dick liad met and handled so. roughly. The re dcoat had fired one or two shots, but the ruffians
were getting the better of him, and would undoubtedly have done so if the boys had not come
up.
"Fair play, boys, whether for redcoats or any
one else!" c1·ied Dick. "Do~ n with the villains!
Don't spa1·e them!"
In a moment the boys were down upon the
surprised ruffians, scattering them right and left.
Jack, Ben and Ned gave bad wounds to three of
the scoundrels, and the two Harrys grazed the
cheeks of two more. Then they all took to their
heels, the boys firing a volley at them and Dick
shouting out:
"If iyou villains are caught in this neighbor-
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hood in another hour you will be lihot down like
mad dogs!"
In a moment almost there was not one of the
wretches in sight.
"I am greatly obliged to you for your assistance against these highwaymen," said the officer,
"but I suppose I must consider myself your prisoner?"
"Not at all," said Dick.
T·h e other looked surprised, and Dick resumed :
"You were taken unawares by a gang of ruffians who will attack any one who chances to be
alone. We have nothing' to do with such miscreants, and I am certain that you have not,
although these men attacked me this morning-,
calling me a rebel."
"And got the worst of it," laughed Jack.
"You needed our assistance, and we gave it to
you. For the moment we were friends, as you
were in danger of losing your life at the hands ,
of thieves and murderers. 'We certainly shall not
spoil a kindness by making you a prisoner. You '
would have done the same for us. However, it
will be as well for . YOU to go no farther," smiling.
"I understand, Captain. We are on opposite
"1'..des, but I must say that I did · not expect such
~nerosity from a foe."
"There was no reason to expect anything else,
if ;you knew us," replied Dick. "Under the circumstances we could not make you a prisoner
without outraging all our sense of decency."
"I am obliged to you, Captain, and will go
away at once. I trust that I may be able to return your kindness at some time."
Dick and the redcoat then shook hands, and
the latter at once rode off at full speed. The
presence of one redcoat was an indication that
there might be more of them about, and the boys
went on with considerable caution, so as to guard
against a surprise. They saw the tents of the
redcoats at length, and ·in fact got so near them
that a lot of the British and Hessians came rushing out to capture them.
"Away with you, boys!" cried Dick. "We are
nearer than I thought. Be off!"
Dick sent the boys ahead of him, although he
could have led them all in a few moments, had
he desired.
"Come on, Ned," said Jack. "That's a good
horse of yours, but the redcoats might get in a
shot at you, just the same."
In fact, the Hessians did fire a number of
shots, but none of them did any harm, and the
boys rode away at full speed and soon left them
far behind. When they reached the camp, Dick
went at once to Washington and told him of the
changed position of the enemy. The ·commanderin-chief saw the advantage the British would
have if they reached the heights of Middletown
beyond Monmouth Court House, and a council of
war was held. It was determined to attack the
enemy in the rear the moment they attempted to
move and the troops were put in readiness to
march at a moment's notice. Dick was ordered to
bring up the Liberty Boys and be prepared to
make a flank move at short notice, the boy s being
eager to do this and get behind the British .
Clinton saw that a fight was inevitable, a nd
made preparations accordingly, ~ending Knyp-
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hausen and the H essia n·· ~ invarc at daybreak,
his own division follo \•: ing later. ·Earlier than
this, on Sunday morning, Lee had sent General
Dickinson with a force of several hundred men as
near the enemy's lines as possible to make observations. Colonel Morgan was also directed to
approach near enough to· attack them at the first
move, and by daylight several divi sions were on
the march, moving slowly in the direction of
Monmouth Court House. Gen.era! Dickinson noticed the first move of the enemy and sent word
to Lee the moment Knyphausen began his march.
Washington immediately ordered the army put
in motion, and sent orders to Lee to attack unless there should be powerful reasons to do otherwise, this discretionary clause causing trouble
subsequently. At length the attack began, but
there had been delays owing to mistakes in orders. Hearing firin~ and seeing smoke, Dick at
once prepared to make his flank move and come
up behind the British. There had been some confusjon which Dick did not know of, and the
Americans had halted j nstead of advancing, and
the enem~, were coming on in strong force.
The Liberty Boys were put in motion, however,
Dick urgi.ng them on with words of encouragement. The sounds of battle increased, and the
gallant lads pushed forward, till they could see
the gleam of scarlet unjforms, and thus knew that
they were close upon the enemy. There was a
rough country to be covered now, and Dick dismounted the boys and hurried them on. Grayson's battalion was attacking the enemyJ who,
Dick could see, were protected by a stone wall.
He quickly moved forward in such a direction as
to come up behind the enemy and execute a
flank move.
.
Keeping in the cover of the woods, the boys
advanced rapidly and were within easy reach of
the enemy in a few minutes. Dick then gave
quick orders to move forward still more rapidly.
There was a tremendous din, muskets rattling
and cracking, cannon booming, and brave men
shouting. On hastened the brave boys, ready to
make the attack.
"Now, boys!" hissed Dick.
Behind the stone wall stood the British outposts, firing at the American battalion. The
Libert~, Boys, on the flank, now broke from
cover. Taking off his hat and raising his sword,
Dick cried in ringing tones:
"Fire and charge on them!"
CHAPTER VIL-The Battle.
The attack by . the Liberty Boys was most unexpected, their flank move having been thoroughly successful. The enemy were thrown i~to confusion, and Grayson, realizing in an instant what
had been done, advanced to attack them with the
gr:eatest vigo1·. Then a sudden order to retire
was received, the men being unable to understand
it. Wayne, one of the most daring fighters
among the Americans, received a similar order
at the same time, when he had been preparin&"
to attack with greater force than ever. The discretionary clause was making trouble, Lee being
deceived and thinking the enemy were stronger
than was the fact, and that he was being surrounded.
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With the withdrawal of the patriots in front of
him, Dick lost the support he had expected, and
he was obliged to retreat or be captured with his
whole company. He could not under stand it, but
there was nothing else to do, and he speedily
withdrew his entire force , mount ed the.m and
rode away like the wind. Washington, making a
disposition of his forces to follow Lee so as to
support him, and sending Greene forward with
the right wing, was astounded by the appearance
of a countryman who told him that the Continental troops were retreating with the enemy in close
pursuit. The general could not cr edit this report, and spurred forward, and when halfway
between Fairfield meeting house and the swa,mp,
came upon the first of the retreating columns.
Giv,ing hasty orders to halt the column upon
the first eminence, he pushed forward, across the
causeway, and met Lee at the head of the second division. R iding up to Lee, he said in tones
of the most withering rebuke:
"Sire I desire to know what is the reason
and wh'ence arises this disorder and confusion."
A few angry words passed, but there was no
time for words now, the enemy being close a t
ihand. · Wheeling his horse, the commander rode
rapidLyi back arid gave orders to R amsey and
Stewart to rally their regiments, and then o~
dered Oswald, with his artillery, to take a position on the nearest eminence and open fire upon
the enemy at the first appearance. Then Dick
Slater and his gallant Liberty Boys came up alfd
were at once put to work.
"Tho se are the or ders we like best, your excellency," said Dick, saluting.
"Somebody has made a terrible mistake," muttered Bob, "but I hope it will not be too late to
remedy it."
"We must do our best, Bob," said Dick.
Then thoe boys cheer ed, and showed plainly that
they would do all that Dick expected of them.
B y a well-directed fire from his battery, Oswald
check ed the enemy, and Ramsey and Stewart,
with the Liberty Boys fo-r allies, formed un der
cover in a wood and helped Oswald to k eep the
enemy at bay. The presence of the com.m.anderin-chief inspired the t r oops with courage, the men
rapidlyi rallied, and within ten minutes all was
order, and the p atriots were ready to give battle
to the enemy and force them back. Riding fe arlesslf' along the line, the g eneral inspired the
·men with fresh courage, and the battle was r enewed with extra vig or. Even Lee, who had re~eated, when ordered to command a cer tain
post, obeyed with the greatest alacrity, and said:
"Your command shall be obeyed, sir, and I will
not be the first&<> retire from the field."
The battle now raged fiercely, the patriots falling back at certain points, but. not giving wa y,
occasional changes of position being necessary.
There was a fierce fight going on at the oyen
field that stretched in front of the causeway, 'tbe
artillery in the rear playing havoc with the enemy. Here Dick Slater noticed Moll Pitcher going back and forth from a spring near by, bringing water to her husband. A shot from the enemy killed the gunner at his post, and Moll, upon
her return with water, found him dead beneath
his gun. An officer, having no one to till the
gunner'.s place, ordered the piece to be with-
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drawn. Moll heard the order and, seizing the
ram mer, cried:
· "Don't withdraw it, sir; I'll take my husband's
place myself!"
"Bravo, Captain Molly!" cried Dick, and, hastening forward, said:
"The woman is as good a gunner as her husband, sir, so let her take his place."
".As you wi sh, Captain," the other replie ::!, and
Moll Pitcher served the gun all through the fight;
and did brave w-0rk in a noble cause.
The enemy's cavalr,yi and a large force of infantry, skilled in the use of the bayonet, finally
forced the patriots from this position. A.t ihe
same time Lee ordered Varnum and Livlngston
to retreat across the morass, Colonel Ogde!I covering their retreat. Lee was the last to leave
the field and brought off Ogden's corps in g-0od
order.
Washing ton sent the ·brave fellows to the rear
arid brought up fresh troops, engaging th~ t>nemy himself with the main b-Ody. L-Ord Stirling,
Greene, Wayne and others, now renewed the fight,
and every- effort of the enemy to break the line
or flank the patriots was futile. Dick and the
Liberty Boys found themselves presently opposed
to a force of Hessians superior in numbers to
themselves.
The H essians came on in gallant array, <>xpecting to sweep the boys aside like chaff. The
boys retreated to a wood and then dismounte.i,
placing themselves behind trees, bushes, fallen
tree trunks, and a few rods of stone wall which
ran along one side. The horses were taken to
the rear out of danger, and then the plucky lads
began to use backwoods tactics on the Hessians.
As the latter came on they suddenly found
themselves atta cked by a foe whom they could
not see, and who appeared lo be constant!Y' changing his position . Now the greater part of the
fire seemed to proceed from the stone wall and
then from a mass of uprooted trees some distance
to the right, and ag ain from some clumps of
bu shes on the left. When they advanced to attack
t h ese points the y found no one there, the firing
being at another place. T hen, when they left the
wall or the trees and went elsewhere, they found
the boy s at those places again and pouring in a
lively volley. 'Dhen they heard a shout at a point
wher e they did not suppose there was any one,
and t hey saw the Liberty Boys charging upon
them on hor seback. In another moment they saw
another party of the boys coming on afoot. Not
all t~e boys were on hor seback, but it looked as if
they were, and t he Hessians were greatly alarmed,
for now there was a gr eater fo r ce than their own
coming against them, apparently. ~ ooyis
rushed on wi th a shout and a cheer, firing a-rattling volley with musket and pistols, the din
being t reme dous.
"Forward, Liberty Boys ! Rout the foreign
hirelings !" shouted Dick.
"Liberty forever!" shouted the brave boys. "Let
them have it, boys !"
The Hessians, fe aring to be caught in a trap,
fell back in -some disorder, and the boys could
have captured a number if they had cared to be
bothered with pri£oners. They very r arely took
any, however, and they allowed the Hessians to
escape, but with the loss of many muskets and
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side arms. Then Dick mounted all his boys and
"We must punish the redcoats and Hessians for
hurried off to join Wayne, who at that time, hav- running away ;from us in that discourteous fashing an advantageous position, was being attacked ion," laughed Bob, "and I am glad we are going
furiously in order to drive him from it.
to remain for a time, so that we can tlo it."
Colonel Monckton, the commapder of the BritThe boys all agreed with Bob, for they were
ish at the orchard where Wayne was posted, ha- fond of being in active service and liked nothing
rangued his men, and then fo-rming them into better than punishing the enemy, whether they
solid column, marched them forward with as were redcoats, Hessians, Yagers, Loyalists, or
much precision as if they were on parade. simply ruffianly Tories.
Wayne's troops were partially concealed by a
"There will be plenty to do, boys," said Dick,
barn, and the geneTal ordered them to reserve "and if we cannot go after the British, there are
their fire until the enemy should approach very likely to be others who are just as much our
near and then, with sure aim pick out the offi- enemies, and we may be able to execute a flank
cers. The barn concealed the advance of the move upon them and drive them out."
Liberty Boys, who were to observe the same rule.
"That's what ~e want-something to keep onr
Silently the British advanced until within a few hand in ." replied Bob, and all the boys laughed _
rods of the Americans, ·when Monckton, waving and agreed with him and were ready to begin
his sword, with a shout, ordered his grenadiers to work without delay.
charge. Then Wayne gave the signal. Crash- · It was not long after the departure of the
toar! The:i'e was a tremendous volley from the main arm y, in fact, before the boys found that
patriots. Nearly every British officer fell, Monck- there was plenty to be done, and they set to
ton among them. The redcoats fought over their work promptly to do it.
leader's body, but the Liberty Boys secured it,
and carried it to the rear. All along the line now
the battle raged fiercely, but Wayne with the
help he had received sooo repulsed the grenaHAFTER VIII.-The Pine Robbers.
diers, and in a short time the whole British army
gave wa)' and fell back to the heights occupied
The Liberty Boys were in camp not far from
by Lee's force in the morning. It was a strong their former one, after the departure of the
position, flanked by thick woods and morasses, army, when one afternoon a man came to Dick
and with only a narrow way of approach in and said excitedly:
front, and here the enemy was safe, as it was
"I suppose you go after Tories or any kind of
now nearly sunset.
skunks as well as after redcoats, don 't you, CapWashing-ton reso,ved to follow up his advan- tain?"
tage, however, and attack the enemy in their
"Yes, of course," Dick returned.
new position, and ordered General Poor to move
"There's a lot of -fellows in ~onmouth County
around to theh' right and General Woodford to what you oug ht to go after, then. They were
gain their left while the artillery bothered them threatening Sawyer and other decent farmers the
in front. The Liberty Boys went with Poor, other da y, and now they say they are going to
eager to have more work to do, but the nature burn a lot o' houses and kill all the fol~s."
of the ground to be covered prevented any proper
"Do you suppose the Tories we drove out are
arra1-<gement of the men for -a 'fi..ght before dark, coming back, Dick?" asked Bob.
and the attack was therefore postponed until
"I don't know. Do you know . the names of
morning. The army reposed upon their arms these villains ?" to his informant.
that night on the battlefield, ready to begin the
"Yes; there are Fenton, Carr, Fagan, Williams,
ati:ack at the first gleam oi light. The Liberty Debow, and some more. They are calle·! the
Boys made their camp close by and rested well Pine Robbers, and they have hol es in the sandafter the many exciting events of the day. In hills and in the swamps where you can't see 'em."
the morning, however, there was no enemy in
"The Pine Robbers, eh ? I don't know the
sight, for they had stolen aw~y' silently during rascals, but if they a re making trouble, we shall
the night and had been gone nearly three hours have to get after them, that is all. T h e Liberty Boys punish such men a s well a s H e.;;s;ans
when their escape was discovered.
· "Well! That is what I call most discourteou s !" and redcoats. A little more, in fa ct , for they
sputtered Bob, with a laugh, "not to give us a are nothing but thieves and murderer s, while the
soldiers fi ght fair."
chance to thrash 'em."
•
The enemy had taken the road to Sandy Hook,
"I guess you better keep your eye ofl 'em, for
and Washington, considering the gain they had they've threatened to· do a lot of. damage and I
secured, the heat of the weather, the sandy char- guess the y will if they can."
acter of the soil , the fatigue of his own troops,
"We will," said Dick.
and the lack of water, determined not to follow,
"This here Fenton is a black smith and a powand so Clinton escaped. The general himself, erfully built fellow, and the rest of 'em ::ire hard
with the main body of the army, was to march characters."
"We wilJ look out for them," repeated Dick.
to Brunswick, thence to the Hudson River, and
across the latter at King's Ferry, encamping
His informant presentl y went away, but Dick
near White Plains in Westchester. The Jersey Jost little time and set out with Bob and a score
brigade, Morgan's corps, and some others were of the boys in the direction of Mr. Sawyer's in
to be left to hover on the enemy's rear and do about half an hour. When they came in sight of
all the damage they could. The Liberty Boys Sawyer's house, however, they saw a crowd of
were not to leave the neighborhood at once, for, men running away from it and heard shots.
being a light body and ~.ble to move rapidly, they
"Forward, boys!" shouted Dick. "I am ::ifraid
could be of great service in harassing the enemy. these ruffians have already been up to mischief."
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"There are two girls. on horseback with them!"
cried Bob. "They have been carrying out their
threats, the ruffians!"
"Forward!" said Dick.
On went the boys at full speed, Dick sa,y~ng
hufriedly:
"Go back, Sam, and bring up more of the Liberty Boys. We may need all our company to
thrash these villains!"
Sam instantly turned and Ben went with him.
If anything. happened to Sam, Ben could keep on
and deliver Dick's message, the boys seldom traveling alone. On went the rest of the boys, and
at length came to the house.
"Fenton and his Pine Robbers have run off
with Patience and with Dolly Warren," said the
farmer. "She was visiting here."
"Was anything else taken?" asked Dick.
"Yes, a bag of money; but that is of little
importance."
"We will get everything back, sir," said Dick.
"Forward, boys!"
Jack Warren was greatly surprised to hear
that his sister had been carried off, and he was
as eager as was Ned to go in pursuit of the Pine
Robbers.
"The wretches went toward the south," said
Bob, "down in the piney regions and the swamps
of Monmouth County. They. won't es,~ape from
the Liberty Bo y·s, I can promise them.
The men were out of sight by this time, but
the trail was plain, and l)ick knew the region
toward which they were going, and was bound to
continue the chase till he had run the scoundrels
down. The boys rode on at a lively rate till
sunset, but saw nothing of the robbers, although
their trail was plain enough, and some of the
neighbors spoke of seeing them go by in great
haste. Then they met a man who said he had
seen them take a ce1·tain road just at sunset, it
being now about dusk.
"\Ve may not come up with the wretches t?night," said Dick, "but we may find some of their
haunts."
They took the road indicated, and were satisfied that it was the correct one some time later,
it being then quite dark and the road rough ahd
wild when they came upon a log cabin by the
way~ide. There was a light in the cabin, and
as they halted a· man came out and said inquiringly:
"I shouldn't wonder if you was chasin' them
pesky Pine Robbers?':
"Yes, we are," said Dick. "They came this
way didn't they?"
"Shouldn't wonder if th~yi did. A spell ago
they was some fellers rid by in a hurry and
one of 'em said something about cheating the
rebels, and I sort o' suspicioned then that they
might be Fenton or Fagan or some o' that gang.
They 're hard characters, and if the people get
arte'r them, some oj 'em are goin' to stretch a
rope if they ain't shot down first."
"Yes, we are after them now. They have run
off with Sawyer's girl and we are going to the
rescue."
"Sawyer's daughter, eh? · Sawyer is a good,
honest man, and every one thinks well of him.
I hope you'll catch the rascals."
"We are going to try, anyhow," Dick replied.
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When the boys had gone on, Dick said to Ned:
"Do you know that man, Ned?"
"Yes, Captain," was the reply. "His name is
Reuben Riggs, and he is an honest fellow. Father has had dealings with him and has always
found him. thoroughly honest."
Some time later they came to a cabin 'Qy• the
roadside, and as they drew rein, a man came out
and asked:
.
"They ain't going to be another fight with the
redcoats, are they?"
"Not immediately," said Dick. "Have you seen
a party of men on horseback go by here recently?"
"No; there hain't any one been sence yes'day,
when there was quite a few redcoats come by.
"We mean this evening?" said Dick.
"No, there hain't."
They had not passed any crossroad and Dick
was satisfied that the man was lying. He rode
on and, when out of hearing, said to Ned:
"Do you know that fellow, Ned?"
"Yes, Captain, he is Eli Hayes, one of the
biggest rascals in the neighborhood. He's a
chicken thief and sheep stealer, and they sa,y1 he
will steal anything."
"I thought he must be lying, for I could not
see how the Pine Robbe1·s could have gone anywhere else, with their horses."
"We have not passed any other road."
"He will try to mislead the other boys when
they come along," observed Bob 1 "but I don't
think they will pay any attention to him having
seen Mr. Riggs first."
'
"No," said Dick. "If I thought they would I
would send one of the boys back to tell the others."
"It might be as well, anyhow, Dick, just to let
th~m know that we are on the track."
'.'Well, perhaps .it would, although I do not
thmk that they Will be deceived by this fellow.
Harry, suppose you and--"
"The other Harry!" laughed Bob, for the two
· were seldom separated.
"Yes, the other Harry," laughed Dick, for he
had not mentioned either of the boys by his surname.
The two Harrys turned and rode back, the rest
of the party continuing for some little time longer. They heard once or twice of a party of
men on horseback who had gone by in a great
hurry, but at last the road grew so wild and
rough and the night was so dark that Dick concluded to halt for the night and push on by daylight. The boys halted and made a camp in the
woods near the road, lighting the fires, tethering their horses, and making themselves quite
comfortable.
In an hour or so after they had halted, more of
the Liberty Boys arrived, brought in by Ben
and Sam and the two H'arrys, more being on the
way. The newcomers had brought their own
supplies with them as well as tents, and in a
sho1't time the camp looked more like one than
it had, and was the scene of great activity.
Hayes had tried to tell them that there had
been no one by the house, but the two Harrys
were there, and the boys knew better because
there was no other road, and Riggs had told them
of the boys having passed in pursuit of the Pine
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"We shall probably be able to locate these
Robbers. Mark and the rest of the Liberty Boys
would come on in the morning, and then Dick in- wretches in the morning, Dick,'' remarked Bob,
tended to make a thorough search for the ruf- "and by that time we shall have more of the boys
fians, this being the region, or near it, where they and shall be able to rout them out of their holes."
IliY' daybreak the boys were up, getting their
had their hiding places. When the boys had all
settled down at last, Dick mounted hig horse and breakfasts, looking after the horses, and doing
set out alone to see if he could find any trace of any other things. By sunrise more of the Liberty Boys had arrived, and the camp presented a
the Pine Robbers.
He could see little, but he heard every sound very busy scene. There were still more to come,
near and far, and at length he distinguished but these would be along in an hour or two, and
voices ahead of him. He dismounted, left Major in the meantime there were enough of the boys
by the roadside, and went ahead cautiously, lis- to get after the Pine Robbers and make things
tening for a repetition of the sound of the voices. especially warm for them. Dick advised rescu"The young rebels have got tired and gave up ing the girls first and then punishing the robtJ;i.e chase,'' he presently heard a coarse voice bers, knowing that if the villains were aroused
they might take some revenge upon the girls
say.
"I reckon they have, but it don't make any and that it was. therefore advisable to look afte;
difference, 'cause they will never find u s, and we their safety ahead of anything else.
can break out whenever we like and kill and
Taking a party of the boys, Dick set out cauburn all we choose."
tiously to find the den he had partly discovered
Dick went on, expecting to come upon the men during ~he night. . They pr~ceeded along the road
talking by the i:oadside,- but he saw no one, and for ~ distance, thmgs lookin~ much different by
then the sound of voices grew fainter as if he daylight, and greatly puzzlmg Dick. They at
had passed the place where the men were talking. length i·eached a thicket on a slope back from
"That's strange," he said, and then he went the road, and Dick soon discovered a thin wreath
back, and in a short time heard the voices plain- of smoke curling slow~Y' upward in the middle of
~
ly, as before.
a clump of bushes halfway up the slope, being
"There is some mystery here," he said to him- indistinguishable to many of the boys. There
self, "and I must find out what it is."
were bushes there filled with fluffy, smoke-colored blossoms, and these deceived most of the
bo;ys. Finally Dick pointed out the smoke, and
.
,
said:
CHAPI'ER IX.-Some Slippery Scoundrels.
"That smoke comes from some hole underDick halted by the roadside and listened at- ground,
and that is very likely the chimney. What
(antivel,y• to the sound of the voices, more than to we want to find is the door, and that may be
what was said, for that was mere boasting, which near here or it may be around the turn of the
did not greatly interest him. It was the direc- road somewhere, perhaps at a little distance."
tion the voices came from that he wished to as"Ned and I will go up the slope and have a
certain, for this had puzzled him. The men were look
the "chimney, Captain," said Jack
not far away, he. knew, and they were evidently "whileintheatr est
'
of you search for the door."
over
talking
security
fancied
in
sitting about
"but be
Dick
answered
Jack,"
good,
"Very
for
woods,
the
their evil deeds. They were not in
careful that you don't tumble down 'the chimthen he would have seen a fire, for the men ney."
it
if
even
would have one at night in the woods,
"We'll look out for that," with a laugh, and
were summer. They could not be so . far away
two Han-ys into the
that he could not see some sign of a fire, for in Dick went on, sending the
on, with instructhat case he would not have heard them, and he WQods at a point a little farther
tions to signal to Jack -and Ned in case they
. ,.
.
was greatly puzzled.
"These men have secret places m the sand- discovered anything of importance. The two boys
and who
hills," he presently said to himself, "and cover whose sisters had been run awa,Y' with , their
rethem with branches. Yes, I remember now to would naturally be most interested in the slope
lhave heard something about it to-night. This covery, made their way cautiously up
toward the bushes, from which the smoke wreaths
must be one of the places, but where is it?"
The voices ceased, but Dick presently smelled could now be plainly seen curling upward, watchtobacco smoke and the odor of bacon frying, and ing every step and taking the greatest precauknew that he must be somewhere near the hiding tions against accident. At times the slope was
place of the robbers. He advanced cautiously, quite steep and the way difficult, but they toiled
and at length smelled the smoke more perceptibly, on till they rea ched the bushes whence the smoke
at last finding that it came from a clump of proceeded.
"There's a hole here somewhere, Ned," whisbushes and a mass of brush a little in front o f
pered Jack, "and we must be careful not to fall
him.
"Haven't you got that bacon cooked yet?" he into it."
Advancing still more carefully, to the very
heard some one ask, almost at his feet, it seemed.
He was afraid to go farther for fear of fall- edge of the clump of bushes, the boys observed a
ing into some pit, and so he listened, hoping to hole in the middle of them, from which the smoke
hear one of the girls, or both, say something. He issued, and then heard some one say:
"We'll give the gals back if they pay us money
did not, however, and at length the men stopped
enough, but it ought to be worth fifty pounds."
talking and all was still.
"Sawyer is worth more'n that," growled an"I think I can find the place in the morning,"
he said, and then he went back to the camp and other, "and so is Warren."
"We ought to get a hundred apiece out'n 'em."
told Bob what he had discovered.
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"Well, you won't get it!" muttered Ned, and there are enough of us to manage them very
Jack turned quickly and made a gestu re of cau- well."
tion.
_
·
In a few minutes there was another signal, and
"How do yQu know we won't?" growled some then two or three more of the Liberty Boys came
one. "We'll get it if we ask for it, I guess. up cautiously. The three men on the log were
They can't refuse it."
still talking earnestly and with no evident fear
"I didn't say we wouldn't,'' protested several . of being disturbed. The bGys spread ·out, keeping
voices.
,
hidden as well as they could, and then, at a signal
"Well, who was it? Somebody said it."
from Jack, made a sudden dash from two or
"Oh, y-0u guessed it; there hain't nobody said three directions upon the three men. The latter,
it. Come on, it's time we went out and had a suddenly finding themselves in danger, arose hurlook for them young rebels. We want to get riedly, and dashed off in various directions, two
after them for chasin' of us, and give 'em a of them quickLyi disappearing. Where they went
good warming."
no one knew, but they were out of sight in a
"I don't think they will get as much of a warm- moment, as if the earth had swallowed them.
ing as you fellows," was Jack's thought, but he The third was unable to escape, however, and two
of the boys caught him and held pistols to his
was careful not to voice it.
He crept closer in order t . get a look into the head.
"Keep quiet, my man," said Jack, "or it will be
hole if possible, but a suspicious rattling of sand
the worse for you. Where is the entrance to
and a sudden swaying of branches made him cau- your
hole in the ground?"
tious, and he drew back in haste. Then he and
"You'll have to find it !" with a snarl.
Ned retreated, not knowing at what moment
Jack clapped a pistol under his nose in an insome of the Pine Robbers· might come out upon
them. Partly sliding and· partly running, they stant.
"Tell me!" he said fiercely, "or I will blow the
got to the bottom of the slope and hid ~hind
some trees, but no one appeared above, and in a top of your ugly head clean off!"
"Over by them bushes!" the man muttered,
little while the smoke ceased to curl upward, as
nodding to the left.
it had done.
"Push him ahead, boys," said Jack, "and if
"If they come out, they may run against the there
are any shots fired this fellow will get
Liberty Boys,'' said Jack. "They are around on them."
the other si<le of the hill by this tim e, I guess."
The boys got behind the man and pushed him
Just then there came a signal from Harry ahead.
.
.
Thurber. Ned knew some of the signals of the
"Now, then, go
and show us,'' said Jack.
Liberty Boys, but not all of them, and ·he said "Are the two girls on
there now?"
to Jack:
"You'll have to find 'em !" with a snarl.
"That is a signal, isn't it?"
· "Tell me!" hissed the boy, and hi s pistol was
"Yes, from the two Harrys. They see some thru s t under the fellow's nose again.
one. We had better go to them, for they may
"I dunno if they are or not!" he growled.
need us."
"Well, that's different; but don't go to talking
The boys then made their way carefully to- in the other way to us, or you may not find it
·
ward the others, taking precautions against being healthy for yo u."
They pushed the man ahead and had reached
seen, as they did not know how many were in
sight. Then Jack signalled to the two Harrys the bushes when he suddenly shouted:
"Look out, boys! Here's some blamed young
and soon received the reply that there were three
rebels!"
of the men sitting on a log in the woods.
"Hold your tongue!" sputtered Jack, giving the
"We might be able to capture the ruffians,''
fellow a clout over the ear with his fist which
said Jack. "Come ahead, but be careful."
The boys crept along cautiously, keeping behind made the rascal wince.
Then they pushed him forward and suddenly
trees and bu shes, and finally comin g up with the
others behind a great clump of trees on the edge went crashing through the bushes, falling five or
of the road. From ·here they could see the three six feet into some sort of hole in the gro und.
men sitting in a little glade, apparently engaged They all fell together in a confused heap, but the
man was on his feet first and went clashing away
in earnest conver ation.
;in the da rkness. Jack fired a shot after him,
"They are evil-looking fellows!" muttered but heard the bullet strike the earth or a root of
Harry Judson.
a tree with a thud, the steps continuing. There
"The four of us might be able to capture them!" was some light where the boys were, but beyond
muttered Jack.
that all was darkness and silence.
"Not without noise, however, and that would
"I am afraid it would not be safe to follow,"
onLy alarm the rest and we might not be able to said Jack, "so we had better get out till we can
find their den after· that,'' said Han-y Thurber.
fi nd a light."
"Yes you are right; but there may be other
"Here are some pine branches," said Ned, "and
boys t~ help us," and Jack made a signal, the we can make some torches and see ou r way."
sound of a bird, which drew forth no n otice from
"All right," Jack replied, "but we must be carethe men on the log, as it was a verv common ful how we go."
sound. In a few moments the sound was reThe bo;;s had some sulphur matches with them,
peated, not by a .bird, but by one of the boys, as and these were ignited with a flint and steel, and
Jack readily knew.
then the torches lighted, the boys then being able
"There will be some of the boys here soon," to see their way very well. · They pushed on
he said, "and then these fellows may find that through a low-ceiled, narrow passage, and &t
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length came out in a thicket at the base of a
sand hill covered with dwarf pines.
"They have got away from us," muttered Jack,
"and we are no wiser than we were before."
"They've probably got as many holes as a lot
of rabbits," added Ned, "and we'll have to hunt
them from all of them before we :find the right
one."
Jack then gave a signal, and in a few moments
Bob Estabrook and some of the bo.ys came up.
"Got them, boys?" Bob asked.

CHAPTER X.-Hunting for the Robbers. ·
"We've found the hole, or one of them, Bob,"
f!aid Jack, "and we did have one of the ruffians,
but he led us into a hole after warning his mates
against us, and in the scramble he got away."
"Where is the hole?" asked Bob.
"Here it is, but it is not more than a burrow,
and I suppose they are all like that except the
one where Ned and I went up to the chimney,
but we don't seem able to find that one."
"It has bothered us, too," returned Bob, "but
Dick hopes to find it yet. He has taken the boys
and has gone back to where we saw the smoke
coming out of the bushes."
"Then suppose we go, too, but through this hole
instead of around. It .will save us something to
go this way." •
"All right; lead on, Jack."
Jack and Ned led the way with Bi.eir torches,
the others following, there being plenty of light.
"Do you suppose there could be any other passages leading from this one, Jack?" questioned
Bob, as they went on.
"We did not see any when we came through,
and I think we should have done so if there had
been any," Jack replied. "We had light enough."
"Yes, that's so, you must have had."
They found some Tough steps up to the top at
the other end of the passage, the guide having
led them to one side of these, which was why
they had fallen. They saw no other passages
leading from the one they traversed and then
the.\' made their way toward the r,oad, where
they came upon Dick and the other boys. They
had not been able to :find the mouth of the hole
in the pines and Bob now told them of the pl.ace
Jack had found.
"They probably have many such," Dick said,
"but the alarm has been given now and we shall
have more trouble in finding them, as they will
be wary, knowing that we are trying t.o hunt them
out."
"And in spite of their boasting," added Bob,
"they will not come to meet us, but hide in one
hole and another till we have gone, when they
will tome out and fall upon some defenseless person and rob and murder him."
"But we are not goin g away till we discover
some of their hiding places with some of the
ruffian s in them," declared Dick. "Let us see if
we cannot find the one where Jack and Ned went
up to the chimney."
The y all made their way back · to where Jack
and Ned had been and began making their way
up the slope in various directions to see if they
could discover the entrance to the hole which
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they knew must be there. They had not been
able t.o find any farther along the road, but they
might do so here, and they determined to make
every effort. Dick had heard voices and so had
Jack and Ned, and they had all seen smoke coming from the bushes well up the slope, so there
was no doubt whatever that there was some sort
of hiding place in the h,jll, but how to find it was
the question.
• The boys went around t.o where they had been
at first, and could then see branches and bl)ards,
wg,ere before there had been only sand 1md
brush.
"The hole has been bigger, Ned," declared Jack,
"and they have covered it with boards, brush and
branches t.o hide it. The entrance may be near
us."
The two Harrys now raised a shout that they
had found the entrance to the hole, and <\ number of the boys came hurrying forward. ThPre
was a hole in the side of the bank, covered by
brush, which the boys had discovered by the
merest accident. Tearing aside the brush and so
widening the op\!ning, the boys went in, finding
a place half hovel, half cave, there being some
parts boarded up, and some, where theN were
just earth walls strengthened with pine branches
driven in and interlaced with twigs. The boy~
all came in, with the exception of a few left to
watch the l:orses, and examined it with !'Orne
care. They carried torches, but these were not
always necessary, as in many places there were
:fissures which let in plenty of light and air and
allowed the smoke tp ,go out. The boys found
the chimney which Jack and Ned had found, the
hole being at its largest at this point and al so
at its greatest height.
"There is probably another way out," said
Dick, "and while we have been looking for one
entrance, they have left by the other."
"There is no one here, that is certain " muttered Bob, "and we had an idea that we V:ere go- •
ing to catch the villains."
"We will do so yet, Bob," Dick answered, "and
rescue the two girls. We cannot stop till we do
that."
They came out of the hole in a dense pine
grove where there was a twilight gloom even at
midday, thus making the place most secure and
difficult to find. Indeed, if it had not been for
Dick's sharp eyes in detecting the smoke, the
boys would not have found the place at all, for
all that they knew it was there. The carelessness of the men in talkinp, as they did was the
first cause of Dick's discovery, but even with that
to guide him it was his sharp eyes that had Jed
to the discovery of the den, and there were few
boys who would have seen what he had.
They found traces of the robbers' hasty departure from the place in the shape of food and
clothing, and it was evident that the villains had
left in a hurry. They found no traces of either
of the girls, however, and Dick was of the opinion that they had been taken to some other
hiding place, and this they would have to find
as soon as possible.
,
Stopping up the new-found entrance '-'ith
branches, stones and earth, the boys went through
and tore down the board or branch walls, piling
them up and setting fire to them. In some of
these places the bank began to give way rapidl.yi
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as soon as the supports were removed, and the
boys had to make haste to keep from being
buried.
"They will not live here again without taking
a lot of trouble to make it fit," Silllttered Bob,
"and we want to find all their other holes and
make them unfit for even a rabbit to hide in."
They reached the entrance at length and tore
it down, pulling away the planks, branches and
stones which had formed it, making a gaping hole
which any one could see and setting fire to the
rubbish around it.
"They will find one of their homes g-0ne when
they come back," said Bob, "and now all we hav.e
got to do is to drive them from all the rest until
they are driven out of the region."
The Pine Robbers were dri ven out of o~ of
their haunts to be sure, but the girls had not
been recover~d yet, and that was the most important task of all for ,the Liberty Boys to perform. They returned to their camp and found
that all the boys had now arrived, th~ newcomers
being eager to go in pursuit of tbe Pme Robbers,
rescue the girls and hunt the wretches from
the region. Mark took .out a party .of boys! after
receiving certain directions from Dick, while the
others rested after their labors, expecting to go
ou t again and help Mark.
''The wretches have more than one hiding place
and we must find them," declared Dick. " I hate
to leave the girls with them another hour and
we must make every effort to fintl them."
In about half an hou:r from his return, therefore Dick set out in a different direction, taking
a sdore of the Libe1'ty Boys with him, including
Jack Warren and the ew recruit. They set o:ff
b,y a road through the pines which was l~ttle
more than a path, but which they thought might
lead to some other retreat of the robbers. They
had been on the way about half an hour, the road
growing wilder as they went on, when they
reached a little log cabin where a man came out
and said:
"If you're looking for F e.,n ton, Carter, Fagan,
Debow, Williams and that lot o' ruffians, you're
on the right road, but you want to be careful,
for they've sworn to kill any rebel that comes
after them, and they're just the kind to do it."
"Suppose that we see them first and shoot
them?" asked Dick. "We have no fear of the~e
fellows. Are you sure that they have gone this
way?"
"Yes, I am, for I saw them. They l'! ay if you
will give them a hundred pounds ~hey will leave
the girls in ~ safe place, but that i;f you go after
them they will kill them."
"How do .you know this?" Dick asked. "Are
you in league with these ruffians?"
"No, I ain't, but that's what they told me to
tell you if I s aw any of you coming this way."
"Have you seen the girls they spoke of?"
"No· but thev know you are after them and
they t~ld me to -tell you that you won't get them
unless you stop chasing them and leave the
money in a certain place."
"Where is it to be left?"
"Under a flat stone around the next bend. Then
you are to come back here and wait an hour, and
after that you will go to the flat rock again and
you will find the girls. If you go right back
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again, they will let •}() U alone, but if you don't,
then they will murder every one of you."
"Suppose we have not that much money with
us?"
"If you will send it by to-morrow it will do ai
well."
"And the robbers have gone by this road?"
"Yes."
"How did they know that you would see us ?"
," They thoug}\t maybe you'd come this way,)
but if you didn't I was to go to your camp and
tell them what they said."
Dick had watched the man attenti vely while
he was talking and had no reason to believe that
he was not telling the truth. He c6uld invariably
tell if one \vere lying, and he saw nothing to indicate that thi s was now the case.
"Well, I am obliged to ,you for giving me the
information," he ~ said, "and I will go on to this
fiat rock you speak of."
•
The boys advanced cautiously, some of them
dismounting a?d making their way through the
brush and thicket, till they reached the rock.
Dick then go t Ned and two others to lift it there
being a shallow hole under the middle. Then he
stooped and seemed to be putting something under .the rock, a num~er of the boys being in front
of him, others watching the woods intently on
all ides. The stone was presently put in place
and the bo.y·s went away, never looking behind
them. When out of sight of the place, however,
Dick said :
"I want three or four determined fellows to
come back with me presently, in the most cautious manner, the rest to remain within call and
come at the first sound of firing. The robbers
will come and I must catch them."
"You had better pick them out, Captain," sai d
Jack, "for we will all want to go."

CHAPTER XII.-The Girls Re sc ued.
Dick picked out Jack, Ned, Ben and Ha~ry
Thurber to go with him, the others to remain
within can, but hidden. Then Dick and the rest
he bad picked out dismounted and crept cautiously back through the thicket toward the flat rock.
The boys left their muskets behind, as being apt
to hinder them, but each of them had three or
four big pistols with which he could do a deal of
execution. They did not go rapidly, but exercised
the greatest caution, taking every pains not to
be seen and keeping every sense on the alert.
The other boys followed at a little distance, taking as great pains as the !'est not to be seen.
They lay perfectly still and Dick at length
raised his head cautiously and peered through the
tall grass toward the rock. Two evil-looking men
were approaching it cautiously, looking around
them a s they came on as if fearing to see some
one. At length, satisfied evidently that there
was no one about, the two men advanced and
stooped beside the flat rock to lift it. Then Dick
gave a quick signal and the boys leaped forward
with him in the lead. The men could not drop
the stone readily and tl1ere was some delay.
They let it go as soon as they could and leaped
to their feet.
"Stop!" shouted Dick, "or we will fire!"
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T he boys da shed forward and the men, in their
haste to get awa~., hindered each other. In a
moment the boys reached them and while Dick
and Ben got behind them, Jack, Ned and Harry
ran up and qu ickly disarmed them. Then two
other men appeared at a distance of fifty feet.
The boys hurried the men on and Dick, turning,
shouted in clear tones:
"If those two girls are not sent to the cabin
beyond in ten minutes, these two men will be
han ged!"
The three leaders hurried the two ruffians
ahead, Dick and Ben covering their retreat. The
other two men disappeared in a moment, Dick
hurrying the boys ahead with their prisoners.
The other boys were not needed, but they quickly
joined their companions and then all hurried on
to the cabin.
"You cheated us, you rebels, you said you'd put
the money under the rock!" snarled one of the
pri soners.
"Oh, no, we did not; you thought we would,
but we were no~ such fools as all that," said
Dick.
"By gum! Did you catch them Pine Robbers
yourselves without any one to help ,Jou?" asked
the man at the cabin. /
"Yes, we did not need an help :(or that," said
Dick. "They thou g ht they would fool us, but
they got foo~ed instead. Don't yo u know that it
takes a smart man to be a rogue?"
"But you're smart, and you ain't rogues."
"Oh, it is easy enough to be honest if you start
right," said Jack, "and Captain Slater did, and
was smart to begin with."
"Get ropes, boys, and make these fellows
ready," said Dick.
"You was to give us ten minutes, Cap'n!" cried
one of the robbers. "Ain't you goin' to keep
your word?"
"Yes; but I mean to show your friends, if they
are looking, that we mean wha_t we say."
Two stout ropes were procured and one end of
each thrown over the limb of a tree. Nooses were
made in the other ends, and t hese were put about
the necks of the men whose arms and ankles
wei·e tirm l.r bound. They trembled violently and
begged Dick to give them a few more minutes
because they knew that it would take longer to
get the girls to the spot than he had allowed.
"You ought to . be hanged, in any event," said
Dick, "but I have promised to let you go if the
girls are released, and I will keep my word."
The threat had its effect, however, for just as
the time set by the young patriot was about to
expire a shout was heard a nd three or four men
were seen hurryin g around the turn in the road.
"Wait a minute, Cap'n!" they shouted. "Here
they come!"
"Stop where you are!" called out Dick, fearing
treachery. "Take aim, bo ys. Shoot t he first man
who advances. I will give you.i· men time to get
here, if they are corning, a s you sa y."
In another moment or so more men appeared,
and with them the two girls.
"Send them ahead!" shouted Dick.
The two girls were sent ahead, and when they
reached the boys, Dick said to Jack and Ned:
"Hurry on with them, boys. We will follow in
a moment."
Jack and Ned put the two girls on their horses,
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jumped up behind, and rode on as fast as they
could go. Then Dick mounted the rest of his boys
and said in a loud tone:
"I shall keep my word about these fellows, but
let me tell you that if you and they are not out
of these parts in an hour we will han g every one
of you that we get hold of!"
The Pine Robbers snarled and some of them
started to come forward, their muskets or shotguns in their hands. The first front of the Liberty Boys rather dismayed them, however, and
they held back, irresolute. Dick waifed till he
knew that Jack and Ned had obtained a good
start, and then repeated in a loud voice:
"Bear in mind what I have said, you ruffians,
for we are determined and will do just as we
say."
Then the boys rode away at a gallop, leaving
the two prisoners to be released by their companions. In a few moments the boys were out
of sight, going as fast as they could on the rough
road, and coming up with Jack and Ned where it
was better. No one had troubled the boys and
they were going at a good speed when Dick and
the rest came up with them. The newcomers
cheered the girls, and Jack said:
"We did not come up an,y1 too soon, Captain.
They were going to marry the girls to some of
the Pine Robbers' sons, if the money was not
forthcoming."
"The Liberty Boys generally try to come up
at the right time, Jack," Dick returned, with a
smile.
"And from what I have seen of them, they do."
The boys rode on till they reached the camp,
and here the girls were well received and made
thoroughly comfortable.
"You and Ned had better take your sisters
home, Jack," Dick said, "as this is a wild country and there will be many , dangers to look out
for. I can send some of the boys on for company, if you like."
"I know one who will be glad to go," returned
Jack, with a little chuckle. "He thinks a lot of
Dolly already."
"It may be as well. There will not be so much
danger now, but it is alwa,yos well to have company, and then if you are bothered by Tories, the
more you have the better off you will be."
"I guess the girls will like it all right.
Haven't you noticed that a girl always cares
more for some other girl's brother than she does
for her own ? "
"How about the boys caring for some other
fellow's sister more than for their own, Jack?"
asked Dolly Warren mischievously. ,
"I guess that's so, too," said Jack.
It was arranged to send Will Freeman, Ben
Spurlock, Sam Sanderson and the two Harrys
with the boys, which would make a very good
party, all · good friends · and plucky fellows who
could be relied on to take care of themselves in
case of trouble. They set out in about an hour,
~he girls being provided with horses which the
boys were to bring back with them .
"There will be no hurry about returning, Jack,"
observed Dick. "To-morrow will be time enough."
"O h , but if you have any trouble with these
·pine Robbers we shall want to be here to help
,Jou," said Jack, voicing the views of all the
others.
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· "Well, do as happens to be most convenient,
Jack," and then the boys set out with a cheer
·from the Liberty Boys and the good wishes of

all.
"It remains to be seen what the Pine Robbers
will do,'' declared the young patriot captain,
after the little party had gone. "If they continue
their depredations then we shall have to get after them and punish them in a way that they
will remember."
"We've got the people with u s in this," answered Bob, "for they are all down on these ruffians and will help us in every way they can."
"Even some of the Tories are oposed to the
robbers," observed Mark. "They are nothing but
outlaws and all decent men are opposed to them.
We talked with some Tories as we were coming
over and while they called us rebels, they were
nevertheless glad .llhat we were getting after
these villains who have quite terrorized the region."
"Well, there nrny be some Tories who are down
on them," said Bob dryly, "but I guess that the
majority of them don't care very much what tile
robbers do and would take a hand in it as long
as no one knew of it."
"We must see what the,yi do," continued Dick.
'"'I gave them an hour to leave the neighborhood,
and if they can't do it, then we must carry out
our threats."
"Let them try us, if they think we won't," mut"Ther have been fellows who
tered Bob.
thought we would not dare to do as we said we
would, but they're not walking around now:"
"It may be as well to patrol the roads tonight," h e said to Bob, "for these fellows operate
at night and they ma,yi think that they .are safer
then, although they go out by day also."
"Yes, I suppose it will be. Some of the men
living about here have been threatened, haven't
they?"
"Yes, I have the names of a number."
"Then we might keep a watch on their houses
to see if these rascals mean to keep their threats
or are only boasting."
Jack and the rest, having performed their mission successfully, felt a · if they would like to
return and join the Libe ty Boys without delay,
and so, after a short rest, they set out again,
expecting to get back to the camp some time before midnight. The roads were fairly good at
the first and they made ~ood speed, but at length
they had to go less rapidly and keep their eyes
open for dangers of the road as well as for enemies. They were still a mile from the camp when
Ben, who was sharp-eared, said in a low tone to
Jack:
"It's my oninion, old man, that there are s ome
men ahead of us, waiting for us, but w hether
they are Pine Robbers, redcoats, or just honest
fellows patrolling the road, I can't say."
"Then all we can do is to go on, Ben, and, if
the men are enemies, give as good an account of
ourselves as possible."
"That's all, .I guess," shortly.
The boys went on at an easy pace, keeping well
together and all their senses on the alert, when,
all of a sudden they i·eceived a sharp command
to halt.
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CHAPTER XIII.-Cleaning Out the Robbers.
The boys halted ab1uptly, but had their muskets in readiness in a moment.
, "Who are you?" demanded Ben. "What do
you want?"
"Are you rebels?" came a voice out of the
parkness.
"No, we are not; we are Liberty Boys, Ameri- ·
can patrio . Who are you, and why do you
stop us? What is youi- business?"
"Surrender, you young rebel, or we'll shoot
you down like dogs!" with a growl.
"Come and do it!" said Ben decidedly. "But
let me tell ,you thi s, that if you fellows don't get
out of our, way we'll do something on our own
account. We know you now and we won't stand
any nonsense. Get ready, boys! Charge-fire!"
Ben did not know how many of the men there
were, but he was quite certain that there were
no more of them than there were of the Liberty
Boys1 and ·he determined to put on a bold front.
The ooys gave a shout loud enough for a dozen
and fired a · volley with their muskets as they
dashed ahead. Some of the enemy were mounted
and some were not, as the boys could tell by the
hurried footsteps which they heard. The men
whoever they were, ,d id not suspect that the boy~
wo~ld make such a sudden charge upon them and
they fell back in great haste. Two or three heavy
falls were heard, and it was evident that some of
the scoundrels had been hit and that the rest
were great!)' alarmed thereat and were making
off as rapidly as possible. ~
"That's the way, boys, give it to them! Scatter the robbers !" shouted Ben. "Away with
them!"
With a clatter of hoofs and a shout anCl a
rattling pistol volley the plucky boys dashed forward, literally i·iding down some of the ruffians
and putting the rest to flight. They could hear
the robbers riding ahead of them at full speed
and presently heard a shrill, clear voice, which
they well knew, call out:
"Hello! Who are you?"
"Pine Robbers, Dick! " shouted Ben. "Scatter
the rascals! We're after them hotfoot!"
"Sure if yere fate are hot, ye'd betther take
off yer shoes an 1 cool thim, me b:v.e !" roared
Patsy, and all the boys laughed.
'I;'he strangers were caught in a trap, for there
were Liberty Boys on both sides of them and to
remain meant capture and an ignominiou~ death.
Some of them hastilyi dismounted and dove into
the woods and some went plunging into them
without taking even that trouble. Neither Dick's
party, not Ben's fired now for fear I of hitting
each other, and all halted while torches were
quickly procured and lighted. The robbers, if
they were such, had all escaped, the broken
bushes showing whither they had gone.
"Do you know that these fellows were some of
the Pine Robbers, Ben?" Dick asked, when the
boys could see each other and the abandoned
horses had been gathered up.
"No, I do not, but they called us rebels and
said that if we did not surrender, we would be
shot down like dogs, and so we considered that
they were no friends of ours and charged upon
them. You see, we did not know just how many
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there were, and so we thought that it was better
:o play a little game of bluff and not wait till
:hey couW'find out more about us."
"We heard the firing and then these fellows
:ame on at a lively rate and we did not know if
.t were you or soryie one else," said Dick.
"Have you had any further trouble with the
~ine Robbers since we left?"
"No, but we thought the scoundrels might be
1bout at night and we were looking for them ."
"Well, if they don't belong to Fenton's gang
they are evil fellows, at any rate, and Tories
without question."
"We had. just begun to think that we would not
see any one to-night," declared Bob, "when we
heard .~our shots. We thought you were pursued
by the wretches, and we knew th.at you did not
have a large party, and so wanted to find out
what the trouble was."
"It was jus t as well that you and Jack had
company, after all, Ned," observed Dick. "You
would have fared badly if you had been alone."
"Oh, if the1·e had been only us, we would have
run," said Jack, with a chuckle.
"Yes, I fancy it!" retorted Bob. "Jack Warren
running away from an enemy? Impossible!"
"They were enemies, at any rate," said Dick,
"and were given a good lesson, aJ1d if they were
some of the Pine Robbers, they know now that
we are in earnest and that we will do just as we
promised."
The miscreants- were still about, evidentl y, and
Dick determined to keep the Liberty• Boys in the .
neighborhood for a time, as long as they. were
not wanted elsewhere, and teach the scoundrels a
few more lessons. Other ; misdeeds of the Pine
Robbers were heard of during the day and on the
next but the boys could not seem to come across
any ~f the ruffians in order to punish them. Then
a young man was plundered and badly beaten
while on his way from the mill by Fenton. There
were some of Lee's legion in the neighborhood at
this time and one of them determined to catch
the scoundrel.
The young man was secured to drive a wagon,
as he had done before, a sergeant and two soldiers concealing themselves under the straw. On
the way to the mill Fenton came out of a low
groggery near the Pines '.lnd demanded plunder,
pointing a pistol at the dnver.
"What do you want?" asked the young man.
"Got any brandy?" asked Fenton-:"Yes, plenty."
"Let me have it, then!" with a growl.
"Come and get it," said the young man, holding
out a bottle.
Unsuspicious of danger, Fenton advanced, took
the bottle and began to drink. While he was
doing so, one of tne soldiers, at a signal from the
~ ergeant, arose and shot the ruffi:;tn through the
head. Hi s body was then thrown mto the wagon
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and taken to Freehold. Others of the gang were
soon afterward shot by the enraged people, the
body of West, who was shot with Fagan, being
suspended in chains from a chestnut tree near
Freehold, where it was left until it was destro.yed
by carrion birds .
These acts of vengeance had a strong effect
upon the Pine Robbers and they began to scatter, 'finding the region of the Pines too unhealthy
for them.
Dick and the Liberty Boys found more of their
haunts and destroyed them, firing upon the men
whenever they caught them at their evil deeds.
Those who we1·e not shot or hanged foresaw
that a similar fate awaited them if they remained, and they left the region.
The Liberty Boys did not wait till all this had
been accomplished, although they had done a
good deal of it by the time th ey were ordered
elsewhere.
They did not remain much longer in- Jersey,
being called to join the main body of the army
in Westchester.
This was the home of Dick, Bob, Mark and of
many of the Liberty Boys, and they were glad
to see their pa1·ents and friends once more.
The redcoats, Hessians, .Y agers, Loyali sts and
othei- enemies of the country were beginning to
harass Westchester, and the Liberty Boys were
wanted there to act as a light cavalry corps and
keep the enemy in check while the heavier bodies
could come up.
There was every chance that they would have
plenty to do, therefore, and th ey were all eager
to bE! once more in active service.
Ned Sawyer entered into the work with great
zeal and for some time quite distinguished himself by his bravery.
Then 'the poor fellow was shot during a skirmish with · some marauding Queen's Rangers and
lingered a few h ours only, when he died, regretted by all his fellows.
"I am sorry not to have done more, Captain,"
he said to Dick, "but I did do something, didn't
!?"
"Yes, Ned."
"And I would have done moi::e if I had
.Jived."
"Yes, I am sure 'you would, Ned."
"But you think that I have not died in vain,
·
Captain?"
"I know you have not."
"And that our cause will succeed?"
"Yes, Ned."
"Then I am satisfied," and in a short time the
boy passed away, with a look of calm content on
his face.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AS SCOUTS; OR, SKIRMISHING
AROUND VALLEY FORGE."

T AKE NOTICE!
EEP your eye on "Moving Picture Stories," No. 4 50, out
August 12th. It is going to contain something that will interest you. Next week we are g oing to tell you a few facts about
the affairs of Anatole.
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CURRENT NEWS
THE LARGEST RAIN-GAGE . ~
Mou . . \Vaialeale, of Kaui, Hawaiian I slands,
is the iainiest spot on earth. The United States
Geological Survey measured the rainfall with a
gage. The summit of the mountain is probably
the most inaccessible place at which a rain-gage
has ever been installed and maintained. Only
the most expert mountaineers can climb to it,
and the visit entails a three-day trip.
In order to meet this difficulty, the survey decided to install a gage so large that it would hold
a year's rainfall. The gage placed on Waialeale in 1910 had a cap::city of 600 inches, but
proved too sml'l.11. The present gage, installed in
1920, holds 900 inches-Popular Science.
COCKATOO KILLS COCK.
A bitter battle was fought at the hol.I1e of B.
F. Rhine, local merchant, Martinez, Ca!., by a
two-pound cockatoo and an eight-pound rooster.
The diminutive cockatoo proved that weight
does not always prevail, for after taking a severe gruelling for almost fiv e minutes he grabbed
the rooster in the windpipe with his sharp beak,
admini stering the death blow.
According to Rhine, the pair had been at outs
for several weeks. The other day the cockatoo
was perch ed on a bush in the back yard when the
rooster spied him. The heavyweight bar~yard
champion made a rush at his smaller enemy,
knocking him to the ground and plying spurs
and beak. The cockatoo, however, dug his claws
into the rooster's breast, and pulling himself upright administered the death blow.
WANDERER AT NINE, HOME AFTER 13
YEARS.
Harry Benson, who ·ran away from home thirteen years ago when only nine years old, reached
New York the other day from Europe thoroughly sick of wandering, eager to settle down, and
most anxious to locate his parents, who once
lived on Sullivan street, Brooklyn.
Benson, who is now 22, worked his way to this
port on the freighter Pittsburgh Bridge, which
docked at Pier 39, Brooklyn, from Stockholm.
The young mar:'s experiences, besides those with
the circus, included arrest as a spy i)1 Bayu,
Russi a, and four months in jail in Moscow. He
was released through th e efforts of Mrs. Anna
Skals, an American Red Cross worker, and managed to get out of Ru ssia into Finland. There,
after continually being detained by the police
because he had no passport, an Amei:ican Consul
got him a job on the steamer.
FINDS PREHISTORIC BONES.
WilliaTl'j Mar shall, a sheep herder, discovered
the skeleton of a prehistoric mammal the other
day 5 when he kicked over a "stake" in the sagebrush in Butcher Knife Canyon, about four miles
east of Arlington, Gilliam county, Oregon, near
the mouth of Willow Creek, while watching his
flock feedi ng 0n the hills.
Parts of skelet:rn s of prehistoric animals l;iave
been seen often in past years in canyons in east-

ern Oregon. The tusk Marshall discovered measured nine feet from t11e base, which is twelve
inches in diameter, to the tip. The inside, or narrow part of the tusk, crumbles easily to the
touch~ but the ~mtside is in perfect state of preservat10n, and m some spots the outside enamel
can be seen. It has a blue black color. A surface excavation disclosed an intact skeleton inc!u.ding the head, :vertebrre and ribs. Arlington
eitizens are plannmg to have the specimen ex· ·
humed and mounted for exhibition purposes.
LIVING COSTS IN JAPAN.
. Justification of the daily lament by foreigners
m Japan o_ver the high cost of living is found in
a report given out by a committee of the Ameri-.
can Legion of Tokio and Yokohama. The report
founded on reptiles received from members of the
post, fixes th e living expenses for a single man
at between $275 and $291 a month and for a
manied man between $541 and $666 a month
and said that salaries of these amounts permitted
no saving whatsoever.
Only o.n e man in the list who made reports
spok~ "of Japan. as one wh_ere luxurious living
cond1t10ns prevailed. He said: "It is luxurious
or better to say, lazy, as it seems necessary t~
~ave servants., and these are so inefficient that
it takes two to do the work of one."
Salaries considered fairly good in the United
States are not "good" salaries _in the · Orient the
result of the investigation shows. The r~port
says the committee feels that no one should come
to Japan for sums less than those mentioned
above.
RO,CKING STONE FROM BUENOS AIRES.
Those who are familiaT with the sights of
Bronx Park, New York, know what a rocking
stone is. For others, it may be explained that
the term refers to a boulder of aecent size that
has been deposited, usually by glacial action, on
the surface of rocky ground . in such a way a s
to sway back and forth un der th e application
of pressure from the wind or from a human
hand, without toppling completely over. The
phenomenon must obviou sly be a rare one, since
the stone must possess sufficiently stable equilib rium to prevent it from keeling over entirely,
yet be unstable enough to make motion possible.
The Bronx rocking stone is an unusually heavy
one, standin g well above the head of the person
who would rock it. And now we learn of a similar rock down in the southern hemisphere, near
Buenos Aires. In at least one respect this is
more extraordinary than th e New York stone, ·
for the latter presents an entirely solid picture
to the eye, and one would n ever suppose that it
would rock until one had tried it; but the Argentine boulder looks as though the merest
breath would topple it over into the valley below.
This rocking stone is no small stone with regard
to size, either; it is 20 feet high and 18 feet long.
and is estimated to weigh somewhat more than
300 tons.
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temper will only oeause you trouble. As for you,
Bob Gordon, you have picked out your bunk and
now you must sleep in it, whether it is hard or
soft. I will n ever join any dishonest enterprise
WOODS
A T.\LE OF THE GREAT NORTH.
and you can depend on that; neither will my
friend Andy. So you had better make the best of
your opportunity, fo:i: you are a long way from
1,.
success."
By Ralph M<>rton
lf.
Bob simply laugh ed loudly and long, and to
show his indifference he drew forth a flask from'
his side pocket.
(A Serial Story)
"Well, here's health to all my enterprises. I've
just started , and you'll see the difference when a
CHAPTER XXII. (continued.)
real man gets to work on this sort 00. business.
Gordon muttered an angry execration, and . No more of this b aby sort of temperance for me.
drew his paddle up out of the water, as though I'm with a crowd of real sports, and we don't
to strike the other. Then he changed his mind, let no mari tell us what- to drink and what noli
and gave vent to an ill-natured laugh.
to drink."
"Ha, ha! Old Henderson, you shall see how I
He took a deep swig of the fiery stuff, and then
run a camp. I know more in half an hour than called to the man in th e bow of the canoe.
you do in a month on the subject of timber. What
" Here, pal," sung out the , conceited fellow,
was the use of using any brainwork when I was . "have a drink of the best liquor that has hit this
under you? You would have ' got the credit. But old pro111ibition State in a good long time."
now all is different."
The fla sh went whizzing through the air, and
He looked conceitedly at the busy men ahead the man ahead deftly caught it as it dropped.
of him.
He took a drink, grunted with satisfaction,
Then he continued in his vainglorious strain:
Bob. Then the two
"Yes, yes! I am recognized as a leader, and and tossed the flasK: back to had
reached a conyou will see how I became a Napoleon of this tim- paddled on ahead, but Tim entirely
disappeared.
ber country. I will claim that this lumber was clusion that hope had not
he thought,
so,"
guzzling
them
see
to
hate
"I
nobody
is
there
and
creek,
the
down
sent adrift
to .p rove otherWise. Other men have become "but that is apt to be the means of our getting
millionaires by their own slickness, and you just away."
In a low voice the yimth spoke to Andy, so as
·
watch me."
Tim shook his head, for he knew that the to warn him to be cautious:
"Say, Andy, don't say a word-let them drink
wages of sin had to be paid for bitterly.
"You are wasting as fine a body and brain as their fill, and we will escape yet."
·there is in this timber country; Bob," said the
"What is that." cried Bob, suspiciously, as he '
youth. "Think once more, before it is too late, heard the munnur. "Don't you fellows try any
and reform. I will b,e the first to give you my monkeying or I'll pump a bullet into you. What
friendship again, for 1 haven't forgotten the old did you say to him?"
Tim laughed(' as he replied with a diplomatic
days."
Bob hesitated, and just at this instant one of untruth.
the men called back to him:
"I told him that you were a fool to drink so
"Captain Gordon, what about the men ahead, much, that you couldn't stand a lot 00. that liquor,
We are reaching the turn to the river, and we and that you had better quit or you would lose
had better swing these logs in shore, and begin your head and spoil all your plans."
to raft them."
"You did, did you?" cried Bob, irately. "Well,
'.Qie call to him as a leader turned his thoughts you ~ren't old Jim Lawrence, and you can't tell
toward his own temporary success once more. me when to stop drinking. I don't have to stop,
His better thoughts were lost under the weight amd I can stand a dozen times as much as this,
'
of the youth's ruinous vanity.
for I'm a real sport and you'd better not forget
He laughed with self-satisfaction, , as he re- it."
ahead:
man
his
to
' sponded once more
At the words he took another deep drink, just
"Yes, Bandy, tell them to bank the logs on both
sides of the stream. There is a wide beach where to p.rove how smart he really was. Then he
they can do it, but they must be quick. Fast, ordered his companion to paddle faster. The
man ahead was feeling a bit dizzy from the deep
now, or you'll lose your job."
Then he addressed Tim, as he replied to the drink he had taken, and he lurched forward a
bit, as h e tried to stroke vigorously with his
youth's generous plea:
"Turpin, our ways have come to the parting, paddle.
He lost his balance, and with surprising qui ckand there is no denying it. If you are willing to
stake in with me, and help sell this stuff, you and ness he toppled into the stream.
"Look out!" called Bob.
Andy, I'll let you have one-half between you, and
And as that young gentleman tried to recover
I will settle with the men. Otherwise, you pay
the consequences, get the blame just the same, the poise of the boat, he fooli shly learne~ to<>
much the other way.
and I am the winner."
He too rolled over and in jiffy was . following
Andy started to speak excitedly, but Tim inthe example of the man in the bow.
terrupted him quickly.
"Don't say a word, Andy," said the young
(To be continued.)
chap, earnestly. "Let me settle this, for your

Tim Turpin of Temagam
."
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OF GENERAL INTEREST
RATS DESTROY EVIDENCE.
I. J. Bounds, attorney, and George F. Steam,
hotel man, pleaded guilty tc violation of the migratory bird treaty through killing a swan and
were fined $5 each by Judge Frank Rudkin in
Federal Court. They stated that, while pleading
guilty, the bird they killed was an Arctic goose.
·when the court asked for material evidence
they said that the stuffed bi rd, which caused the .
case, had been placed in a chest for safe keeping,
as they had intended to use it a s evidence, but
that rats got into the chest and destroyed the exhibit.
GROWS NATIONAL FLAG CORN.
Professor Willia m L. Woodburn of the Botany
Department, Northwestern University, has produced a red, white and blue breed of corn in celebration of the Fourth of July. He worked three
years at it. and announced that he_ had succeeded
in developing the patriotic ear.
"I got the idea about three years ago when I
went to study grain among the farmers around
Rockford, Ill.," said Professor W oodbarn. "I
knew there were the different colors of the grain
and had an idea that by careful selection and
breeding a red, white and blue variety could be
perfected.
"The newspapers and magazines joshed me a
good deal when I announced I would try it and
the farmers laughed at m e, but I guess I've
shown them it could be don e."
The ear grows U:Q speckled, with ke1·nels of the
three colors. Professor Woodburn asserts he
will soon have the rows of kernels growing in
solid bars like the American flag. ·

MILES OF RED TAPE.
Here is the latest specimen of Government
"red tape." They say it is the longest piece in a
·
noted collection.
A group o~ college students climbed to t he top
of the Washmgton Monument. ·The elevator was
out of commission .. A senior arriving at the top,
exhausted, fell against one of the windows 555
feet up, and his hat rocketed down the ele~ator
shaft.
The hatless college lad sought the aid of a
guard,, who sent him back down the thousands of
steps to the monument office, where he obtained
an order for the opening of the lower elevator
door. Armed with his pass the youth rushed
back. Then ~e was curtly told that he must have
th~ counter signature of another attendant. And
this attendant at the moment was at the top rif
the shaft. Breathless the boy to establi sh his
ide~tity had to climb the thousands of step~
agam alt the way to the top and after getting
the s.ignature turned around and descended the
thousands more.
T~e lad got his hat. He also got inside infori:nati<m on ~o-yernment red tape . Officials. ]Parnmg to the mcident, felt that Gen. Hall and Maria
pawes, in the C?urse of Government housecleanmg, may hur~ his specJ:acular form against some
of these specimens of needless rules which clutter up all agencies in Washington .
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BAT MOST SENSITIVE ANIMAL.
-The bat is deelared by zoologists to .be one of
the most wenderful of a ll animals in its physical
make-up, and there is strong reason to believ:e
it has from one to three senses that no other ammal and no human being has. Its wings are a
mass of nerves, and it is these that give it the
extreme soft, silky feeling as well as serving
to create the most sensitive thing in nature. So
delicate are these nerves and so responsive to air
vibrations that a bat can be blinded and turn ed
loose in a' room where several obj ects are hanging from the ceiling by cords, and it will fly
about among them without touching any object,
the nerves catching the "feel" of the object as
the bat draws near them.
Naturalists; in experimenting with bats, have
whirled a cane over their heads so rapidly that
- the cane appeared to be a misty funnel. On their
heads they wore caps of vivid colors that bats
dislike and would frequently fly at. The bats
would rush at them until the whirling cane was
reached and then dart between the orbit of the
cane without being touched, thus demonstrating a keenness of observation and delicacy of
speed judgment unequaled by any other living
a nimal. To make this the more unusual, the
bat's eyes are dim and weak, and it depends alm ost entirely upon the sen sitiveness of its wings.
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A Timely Attack.
By D. W. STEVENS.

-·

...

'Although Commodore Porter with his West
India squadron for the suppression of piracy was
meeting with every success in breaking up the
haunts of the outlaws in the region of Mantanzas, on the coast of Cuba, yet, further to the
westward there was one freebooter who still continued his depredations.
In a swift schooner, as sharp as a sword-fish,
he would suddenly emerge from one of the rugged
coast bays and pounce upon any merchant craft
that he saw passing in his vicinity.
No quarter would he give to his luckless victims.
Then after the captured craft was plundered
she would be burned to the water's edge, thus
serving as the funeral pyre of her slain occupants.
·
From a pirate prisoner, who, in the hope of
being pardoned had turned informer, did the
commodore hear much of the outlaw of the west
coast.
He learned that, among his men, this pirate
chief was known by th e name of Captain Cainthat he was a big, bearded, villainous-looking person of thirty-five, was possessed by unu~ual daring, and had sworn that he would never be taken
alive, should he be attacked by any war vessel.
"You must, if possible, not only capture the
schooner, but must also capture. the_J>irate chief,
and be sure you use every precaution to take him
alive."
So said the commodore to Roland Gray--<me of
his passed midshipmen-a fine-looking, manly
youth of nineteen, whom he had put in command
of a small gun-brig, the Spitfire, with folilr guns
and a crew of sixty men, to cruise for the formidable outlaw.
"Ay ay, sir," am:wered Gray. "I will use every
effort to comply with your wishes."
•
1Having received a f ew more directions, the
youth entered his cutter and was rowed back to
the brig, which lay not far from the flag-ship.
The young ·officer speedily got up anchor, and,
having a fair wind, he made good progress on
his course.
Two days later the Spitfire, close-hauled in a
light breeze, was gliding along within a stl'>ne's
throw of the west coast of the island.
There was a fog-cloud extending parallel with
the .shore, while further out to sea the atmosphere was clear.
The brig was nearing a lofty, far-extending
he~.dland, whose shadow blending with the mist
was almost as dark a s that of night, when the
sound of a gun was heard on the other side of
the elevation.
It was quickly followed by another. Then
there was a dull crash as of the falling of a mast.
The brig was kept off, and, as she glided on in
the deep shadow of the headland, her occupants
suddenly beheld a vessel emerge to view, round
the extremity of the projecting elevation, to be
soon after followed by another in pursuit.
The former was a bark, evidently a merchant
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craft, and her pursuer was a low, sharp-bowed
schooner, with a black flag to her gaff.
" 'Tis the pirate," said Roland to Mr. Sanders,
his acting lieutenant.
"Ay, a~., sir,'' replied Sanders, "and better than
·all, she does not suspect ,our being in her vicinity.''
The pirate had probably shot suddenly out of
one of the coast bays, and was now less t]:ian a
quarter of a mile beyond the edge of the fogbank, darting like some fierce shark toward the
bark.
The smoke still was faintly visible about his
bow, showing that the gun which had been heard
was· his bow-chaser, and the ragged stump of
the bark's mizzen-mast, with the wreckage alongside, which last was being cleared away, indicated
the accuracy of his aim.
Shrouded by the fog-bank and the shadow of
the headland, which completely. hid her from the
gaze of the people aboard the pursuer and the
pursued, the brig kept on her way.
On the pirate's deck stood a tall, villainouslooking, heavily-bearded man, wearing a sort of
embroidered vest, slashed trousers with buttons
at the sides, and high boots, while in a sash
about Ms waist were a long knif~ and a pistol.
"That must be-the pirate chief-Captain
Cain," remarked Roland t.o his lieutenant, in a
voice scarcely above a whisper.
"Ay, ay, sir, and a forbidding-looking :fiend he
is,'' was the r eply.
Meanwhile the bark was JlOW heading diagonally toward the shore, as if her captain had
some faint hope that by entering the fog-bank
he might elude his pursuer.
On her quarter-deck stood a girl clinging to a11
elderly man, as Roland could see through his
glasses.
The two were evidently father and daughter,
an d naturally the girl was much terrified.
To head off the bark the pirate now slightly
changed hi s course, running along parallel with
the fog-bank.
Roland waited until the schooner was less than
fifty fathoms from the brig, when his clear voice
rang through the vessel :
"Square the yards, there! Up helm!"
The men quickly obeyed, and suddenly the Spitfire emerging from the shadow and the fog-bank,
headed straight for the pirate.
At this unexpected sight ther'e was a wild cry
from the lawless crew, who, wearing low red caps
and dark shirts, with sashes bristling with knives
and pistols, had been collected about the low
bulwarks of the schooner.
Then the voice of Captain Cain came rolling
like thunder over the sea, as he shouted:
"Tack and sheets there! Ready for wearing
around!"
As lightly as a sea bird the schooner spun
round upon her keel, but even as she did so the
ringing voice of Roland Gray was heard:
"Fire!"
The whizzing sound of the shot followed, then,
crackling and snapping, the schooner's mainmast
slowly tottered, until with a crash it fell, tophamper and all, alongside.
The schooner being thus disabled, the bri&t
gained upon her rapidly.
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I-'ce had already lighted the !!Un-match, and ".'as
"Now, boys, stand by for boarding!" said Roabou t to hurl it into the ma~azine, w~en a mmland to his men.
.
The lieutenant repeated the order, and the nim- ble sai lor s prang forward to prPVP.nt him:
With a n oath the pirate discharged lus pi stol
ble crew ran out on the booms and sprang into
the rigging, where they stood ready to leap upon at the man sending the bullet through his body.
The sailor fell upon his back, in his dying agony
the deck of the foe.
the rai sed hatch.
With a thud the brig struck the schooner's clutching the side of
Again Cain was about. to throw the match i ~to
quarter, her boo:.1s projecting over her, and, as
she roved on grating alongside, the young cap- the powder magazine, when another seaman, w1~h
a blow of his cutlass, inflicted a deep gash on his
tain shouted:
.
.
Away there, you boarders- wrist, rendering the hand powerless.
"Make fast!
The next moment the pirate was a captive m
away!"
of the men.
Then, while a few of the men made the brig the grasp of several
He was t aken aboad the brig, and as soon as
fast to the schooner with lashings, the others,
with their young captain, sprang upon the pi- his wounded wrist had been attended to by the
vessel's doctor, he was confined with the other
rate's deck.
captives in the steerage.
A desperate combat ensued.
Roland now had the schooner's deck cleared,
"Give it to them, boys, but spare the pirate
captain!" shouted Roland. "We are to take him and, manning her with a detail, who rigged a
jury-mast forward, he prepared to sail to rejoin
alive and capture his vessel as a prize."
"Blame you, you shall never Jive to do that!" the squadron.
Before sailing. however, he was rowed to the
roared Cain.
He leveled a fresh pistol he had snatched from merchant bark which had been saved by his timely attack on the pirate.
a fallen man at Roland's head as he spoke.
· The bark proved to be the St. Malo, a Spanish
But as he was about to pull the trigger, one
of the brig's seaman knocked the weapon from vessel, bound from Brazil for Havana.
The girl and elderly ·man, · the passengers
his grasp with a blow from his cutlass.
A gigantic pirate rushed upon the sailor, who aboard the vessel whom he had previously seen,
was soon engaged with him hand to hand, while were an American merchant named Edward
Roland closed with the captain in a sword com- Warren and his daughter, Charlotte. The latter
was a beautiful ma iden of seventeen, and when
bat.
The pirate, thinking he saw an unguarded the mercha nt cordially invited Roland to visit
movement on Roland's part, aimed a savage him on tlrn first opportunity after his arrival at
thrust at his heart. This was the young ~ap Havana, it is needless to say that the youth accepted the invitation.
'tain's opportunity.
A jury-mast was rigged aboard the bark, and
With a quick bend of his body he avoided the
keen steel , and then by a swift, ·backhanded in company with the brig and captured schooner
she sailed for her destination .
stroke, he broke off Cain's blade at the hilt.
She safely arrived there, and a day later Ronumtheir
as
Seeing their chief disarmed, :wd
bers were being still more reduced, while only land Gray rejoined the squadron and made hi s
eight of thefr opponents had been killed and report te the commodore, who was much pleased
wounded, some of them J?resently threw down and who promised to promote him.
Cain and the survivors of his crew were tried
thei r arms and suddenly surrended, when the
a~d sentenced at Hav<\Da by a special court, with
others were compelled to follow their example.
"Fools-cowa rds !" wrathfully roared Cain. some -of the American naval officeTs-amo ng
them was .Roland Gray-presid ing at the trial.
"All shall suffer fo1· this !"
With a backward leap, he threw himself sev- The piTate's men, to save time, were shot dead,
eral feet away from Roland's sword, and ere he but their chief was hung to a gallows erected
·
could be seized, sprang through the companion- for that purpose, near the pubHc prison.
His remains were deposited under a black rock
way and down into the cabin.
part of the seashore, about two
"Follow me, lads, some of you, and capture neaT a lonely
the port.
him!" cried Roland, as he snatched from the deck miles from
This gloomy landmark remained in sight for
the pistol which had been knocked from the pirate's grasp and which had falJen on a coil of some years, when jt was buried by the encroaching waters of the ocean.
,
rope.
His presence at the t rial in Havana had afHe saw Cain enter a room and heard him close
forded Roland an opportunity to visit the merand lock the doo1·.
Roland OTdered the men with him to break it chant who had invited ]1im.
Charlotte and h e were mutually attracted, and,
open.
The men threw themselves against the door, the as may be imagined.', he saw her as often as he
could obtain leave of absence from the commolock gave way and it swung open.
As the sailors entered, they saw Cain kneeling dore for that purpose.
by a long hatchway, the hatch of which had been
A few years later, at which time Roland had
raised on its side revealing the run below, in been promoted fi rst lieutenant, and was then
which was the powder magazine.
aboard the sloop-of-war Eagle, at ancho r in the
In his left hand he held a gun-match or lin- port of Havana, the young officer and the beautistock, taken from one of several match-tubs in ful girl were made m~m and wife at the home of
the room, which contained other implements of the bride's father.
They proved to be a congenial couple·.
warfare.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
AVIATOR

EXPLORES THE GRAND
CANYON .
An army flier, Li€'.ut. Pe:;i.rson, has e?Cplored
the Grand Canyon with a view to studymg the
air currents. His experiences are interesting.
He says: "In spite of the fact that the upper
part of the Grand Canyon is thirteen 1'!1iles f:r:om
rim to rim and the lower gorge is eight miles
wide, I felt cramped for room when I was descending into the chasm. I . seemed eve:y ,;rioment to be flying right slap mto some cliff.
PULLS OWN TOOTH.
For many years Dr. Joseph Lutz, dentist, has
told folks it didn't hurt to have a tooth :pulled.
The other day he discovered that two of lus own
needed ousting.
He screwed up hi s courage, barred the dent'.11
parlor doors, applied the forcep s ~nd gave a big
yank The tooth came out all nght. But Joe
yelled like a Comanche an~ swore wicked!¥· T?en
he lost his nerve and telephoned for his s1dewheeler Harry T weedy, to come down· and pull
the oth~r tooth. Never aga in will Joe tell p eople it doesn't hurt.

------

TROUT

CAUGHT WEARING CELLULO°ID
NECKBANDS.
Many strange tales ha_ve ~ een written about
fish but there is one which ~s the strangest of
all 'and yet it is true, accordmg to the Stroudsbu;·g, Pa., Recor d a nd Times-Democr at. T~e tale
is about two trout caught by fishermen. m the
Brodheads, one of th e best trout streams m Mo~
roe County, decked out in the finery of celluloid
neckpieces.
The fish were caught by Charles Bond, a ti:xtile expert, and Charles Widme.r, a b~rber. ~id
mer's fish it appears, was particular . m choosmg
colors, fo{· it wore a pink ring. Bond's. wore a
white ring. The mystery of how the rmgs got
on the trout's necks has been solved.
There is a celluloid factory on the Brodheads.
The rings are ci.tst into the stream, and the fish,
attracted by the colors, put their heads through
them. As the fish grew the rings fitted more securely.
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387,179,492 U. S. COINS MINTED AT PHILADELPHIA.
The Philadelphia mint turrted out 387,179,492
coins in th e fiscal year which ended July 1. Of
this number 342,278,112, with an aggregate
value of $26,742,350, were for domestic use. The
domestic coinage included 12,266,000 silver dollars, 4,088,000 half dollars, 50,000 Maine Centennial ha lf' dollars, 200,112 Pilgrim Fathers half
dolla rs, 18,5 24,000 quarters, 29,870,000 dimes,
47 ,937 ,000 nickels a n d 229,343,000 penni es.
Outside coinage included 31, 903,35 2 silver and
ni ckel pieces for Cuba, 1,000,000 silver pieces
fo r Col ombia , 2,000,000 nickel pieces for Peru
and 2,000,000 for Venezuela.
Th e J une output was t he smallest of any
mon th during t he year, du e to a lack of demand
for small coin s. It was confined to 1,750,000 s ilver dol lars an d 1, 436,000 nickels.

LAUGHS
Patsy-Say, Chimmie, who was Robin son Crusoe? Chimmie-He was de duck wot got a long
term on de isla nd.
.
"Weren't you shy when the judge a sked you
your ag e in court?" "Yes, I was about ten years
shy, my dear."
"It is sa id th a t impetuous people have black
eyes." "Yes, and if they don't have them, they
are apt to get them."
_The ~e!l er-Do you need any typewriter supplies, ~1r? Th ~ Guvnor-Typewriter supplies?
No. Ive only Just brought' her a box of chocolates.
Caller-Snip & Co. have employed me to collect
th a t bill you owe them.
Owens-You are to be
congratulated, si r , on securing a permanent position.
"How are you?" "Oh, I'm about even with
the world." " How's th a t?" "I figure that I
owe a s m a ny p eople a s don't owe me."
"Don; did you give Bessie the best part of that
apple, a s you w ere told ?" "Yes, I gave her the
seeds. She can pla nt them and have the whole
orchard."
"Well, my little man," said the old gentleman, "and how old are you?" "Five," answered
the child. "And what are you going to be?"
"Six."
Billy-It always seems to me that the second
half hour is far longer than the first. NeddyOf course it is. It goes slower because the minute hand has to climb up during that part of the
hour.
Mrs. Dashaway-Yes, while we were in Egypt
we visited the Pyramids. They were literally
covered with hieroglypics.
Mrs. PneurichU gh ! Wasn't you afraid some of 'em would get
on you?!'
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
RATTLESNAK ES ABOUND.
Rattlesnakes are plentiful this year in Forest
Henry Armburger loCounty, Pennsylvania.
cated a den a few days ago and killed three
large ones. Later in the day two boys visited the
same den and killed two. A Forest County newspaper suggests that if the State would offer a
bounty for rattlers the number would be greatly
diminished within a year or two and the danger
of being bitten lessened.
GREATEST SALT BED FOUND.
A salt deposit 650 miles long and from 150 to
250 miles broad has been discovered underlying
parts of Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas and New
Mexico, according to the United States biological survey.
It is the largest salt bed in the world and lies
about 1,000 feet below the surface of the ground,
on an average, with an approximate thickness
of 300 feet.
A sample of the salt on exhibition shows it
to be in the form of hard crystals, running about
98 per cent. pure salt.
ALLIGATOR ATTACKS BOAT.
B athers in Gallipolis, 0., are giving the waters
of the Ohio and Kanawha Rivers a wide berth
due to the announcement that a large alligator
attacked a boat in which Mason Maupm was
The
crossing th e Kanawha near Arbuckle.
"gator" with one swoop of its tail is said to have
partially wrecked the boat, fo rcing Maupin to
fight desperately with a h eavy oar against the
attacks of the saurian before being able to reach
shore. ·
Old river men declare that alligators, while
frequently appearing in the Mississippi and
lower tributary streams, have never before been
known to reach these waters.
I
OLDEST TREE.
W ith full appreciation of the beauty and recognition of the maj estic size of the giant cypress
of Mexico, exception must be taken to the supposition that it is the "oldest tree in the world,"
says the American Forestry Magazine of Washington. The honor oi being the "oldest living
thing" b elongs to the Gen . Sherman tree in the
Sequoia National Park in California. These
Mexican cypresses grow to enor mous size, and
are believed to attain an age of 2,000 years, but
it must be remembered that the Gen. Sherman
was "a lusty youth of 1,500 summers when Christ
was born." Its exact age cannot be determined
without counting the rings, but it is probably
well in excess of 3,500 years.

WIVES WORK HARNESSEb
WITH OXEN.
Apart from all international agreements and
political reasons, the stranger in the Spanish
zone. of Morocco soon reaches the conclusion that
humane feeling and propriety call for an effort
t o bring the inhabitants of Morocco in t o contact
:with civilizing influ ences..
MOROCCAN

The sloth and misery existing among the men
of Morocco strike one on every hand. T hey despise labor of any kind for the purpose of making a living. They think it good, however, for
their women folk and see no inconsistency in harnessing their wives with beasts of burden.
Frequently woman may be seen carrying their
infants in leather sacks slung at their sides
while they are attached to the same yoke as a
decrepit bullock or a consumptive cow dragging
a clumsy cart. Behind them their lords a n a
masters hold lengthy discussions, never giving
aid even in the most difficult circumstances.
At night the men sally forth to rob in th~
neighborhood settlements, for they seem. incapable of shaking off their inbred love of theft.
Many of them, it is said, would murder a close
relative for a silver coin, and it is certain that
even in i;:ircumstances of the utmost peril, they
will go on thieving ex-peditions.
PROFESSIONA L .BEGGAR CALLED BORN
'
GAMBLER.
."The profess.io!lal beggar is a born gambler,"
Richard A. B1llmg.a, manager of the Helping
Hand Institute, Kansas City, said. "If one man
turns him down there is always hope that somebody else will come across. Some of them make
$8 and $10 a day.
"The beggar lurks about dark earners and
· sizes up those who pass by. He has them classi'fied, a nd even after he encounters a man he is
quick to recognize whether he has picked out the
.
right person.
"His story is adapted to the listener. If he
talks with one who seems to be a married man
his story has to do with a sick child or separation
from his family. He watches his prospect and
when he sees the eye glisten he presses his climax to a lamentable end .
. "If he is talking to a young man the tale is
different. There is the story of the unjust employer or inability to work under wretched conditions. In this way he gets money from a man
who has less income than himself. If he is talking to a 'sport' he may even ask for money1 to
buy whiskey. ·
. "Sometimes these beggars get dimes, sometimes dollars and sometimes $5 bills. There is as
much uncertainty to it as a game ~ chance.
"These people are able to prey on the public
because it is not generally known that every man
can get free fodging and food here for the asking. The Helping Hand does not turn men away
when they come asking for help. But the organization requires that a man who is ablebodied must work if he eats. We give them a
bed and a meal, but before they get another meal
they must do some work. Many men who come
to the Helping Hand expect to be supuorted in
idleness. When told they must work they prefer to work on the streets.
"The Provident Association does for families
what the Helping Hand does for single men.
I have been to many of our largest cities and
have never found a system of charity that compares w ith that of Kansas City."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
the main span of the Quebec Bridge. It will
thus come third in length of main span when the
bridges built or about to be built, are completed.
FiT$t is the Hudson River Bridge, . 3,240 feet;
secorid, the Quebec River Bridge; 1,800 feet, ana
third, the Philadelphia Bridge, 1,750 feet. About
33,000 tons of metal wi1l be required, as compared to an estimate of 47,000 tons for a cantilever bridge over the same river. The cost is
estimated by the board of engineers at $28,871,000, of which $22,479,000 covers the entire
construction cost and the rest provides for the
GIANT PIERS.
It is announced that the first of the' twel:re acquisition of real estate necessary for the appiers which are being built at Saten I sland will proaches.
be ready for occupancy on August 6th. M.urr~y
Hulbert, Commissioner of Docks an~ .Ferries, is
CRANE
LIFTS ITS
SMALLER
to be congratulated upon the rap1d1ty of the GIANT
BROTHER.
work. All of the piers will be rea~y by the .end
of the year. Seeing that the first p1l~ w_as dnven
The Philadelphia Navy Yard boas s of the
on May 5, 1920, this speeding; up 1s m ~troni; most powerful crane in existence. It can lift
contrast to the dilatoriness wh1c~ almost mv~n 350 tons at a distance of 115 feet out from its
ably distinguishes city construction. The piers tower, and 50 ton on a reach of 190 feet. In its
are over 1,000 feet in length; ten of them h~ve test for acceptance it lifted a maximum load of
single-story and the other two double-deck pier 480 tons. Its extreme height is 230 l'eet. The
sheds, and they have the advantag~ tha.t there rotating pa1 t of the crame, with its maximum
is a bay between the piers 300 feet m width.
load, weighs 2,917 tons, and the total weigh:; of
the whole crane as it rests upon its pile foundaDEATH RATE AND AGE.S.
. tions is 4,000 tons. A gigantic structure in very
The death rate among males in this coui:try is truth.
twice as· great at 40 as it'""is at 20, accordmg to
Recently there was constructed a: the outer
The Nation's Business. This means that 50 per end of the pier on which the big crane stands
cent. of the vital resistancee is gone at that early a smaller crane of the traveling type. It was
'age, an age when a man is supposed to. be ~t ~he built at the outer end of the pier for convenience
height of his powers, an age when his vitality and after completion it had to be moved past th;
should be at least equal to that of a man of ~O. big crane, so that it might operate on the shore
Why isn't it? Infections, poison~, men~al stram, end of the pier. How to make this transfer was
physical inactivit¥, too much f.ood, too little food, the problem, until someone suggested that, since
badly balanced d1et--a long hst of causes, r:iost the yard posse~sed a crane of sufficient power
of them traceable to the widespread a~d fallacious and reach to lift the smaller crane bodily it
notion that a man can have health without work- would be a good plan to lift the little fellow' up
ing for it!
.
~odily,, swing it ar~und. over the w~ter, and place
. . .
No man need accept the physical. hm1tat1ons 1t agam on the pier m the required positionwhich appal·ently doom so many to hit the down- which was ~~ne. We ?ear much in these days
hill trail almost before they have come to the '.lge about relativity, and m the present case althat should. endow them with the fulle~t physical though the lifted crane was small in compa~ison
and mental power. Right living and ng~t reme- to its big brother, it weighed no less than 310
dial measures, checked up_ and kept nght . by tons. Many of us can hark back to the day when
means of periodic examinattoi:is, forms a combma- a 310-ton crane would have been spoken of as
tion that would insure a full h:fe to thousand.s who "mammoth" or "giant."-Scientific Amerioon.
have long since given up hope of su·ch a thmg .
FOUND BURIED MON:E;Y.
Mrs. Daniel Loy, a widow in modest ci.rcumstances in Eaton, 0., near Richmond, Ind., JS $1,600 rrcher through the curiosity of M1·~· A. L.
Harris, wife of a former Governor of Ohio. Mrs.
Harris, a neighbor, entered the Loy ~el.Jar to l;\'et
an article of food for Mrs. Loy, who JS ill. Bune.d
under a mass of rubbish she found several fruit
jars filled with currency amounting to more than
$1,600.

•

THE DELAWARE BRIDGE.
Woi·k is to be started withi~ the next. f.ew
weeks by the Joint Delaware River Comm1ss~on
of Pennsylvania and New Jersey on a suspens10n
bridge which will span the D~laware betwe~n
Philadelphia and Camden, a distance of 1,7i:l0
feet. The main span will be 1,750 feet betw~en
towers with a· clearance of 135 feet ab?ve ~1gh
water. It will be hung from t"".o thuty-mch
cables, each made up of 16,531 wues, 0.19~ of
an inch in diameter, and all .parts of th~ bndge
will be designed safely to withstand a hve load
of 11;990 pounds ped l_inea.~ foot ..
The main span of this bndge will be forty feet
tonger than . that of the cantilever bridge over
the Firth of Forth, and fifty feet shorter than

TWELVE BOOKS FREE

These beauti!ul Little l\Jovie Mirror Books-each
a separate volume on a single star-will lle sent
a bsolute ly t1ee to you for three six -m onths subscriptions to this maguzlne.
'l' be set includes books on Lillian Gish, Mae Murray, Doraldina, Corlnne Gritllth, Viola Ilana, Colleen

)loorc, Harriet Hamn1ond, \Vesley Bar1·y, Ww.
Hart, B e u Turpin, \Vallace Reid, Bert Lytell,

s

all

packed in a handsome, compact lea th ere tte library
cuse. Each book contuins pictures, storie~ and per·
sonal letters from tl.Jese stars, besides llue four.
color covers, and pen·and · ink sketches on the I.Jack
cover. 'l'hree G-months sulJscri ptions at $1.75 eacb
or $5.25 in all, and you get The Little lllovie Mirror
Books- a $1.25 valne---0bsolutely free.
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NEW
:MACHINE GUN
PENETRATES
TANKS.
The United
States Army lliA'>
developed a .50
calibre machine
gun capable of
firing a bullet
which,
at
200
yards, will penetrate the oneinch armor plate
of battle tanks.
Major
Lee
0.
vVright,
army
ordnance department, announced
May 28, at the
annual
convention of the ordnance section of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers ai
Rock Island A rsenal.
The new weapon is an outgrowth of the
war,
he
said,
when
fighting
tanks were :n·mored to resist
the .30 calibre
bullet
of
the
rifles anci machine guns the:1
in u se.
The .50 calibn:
machine gun fires
a bullet weighing 800 grains, as
compared to the
150 grains of the
standard .30 cal·
ibre ammunition.
The
gun
is
modeled a 1 o n g
the plan of the
B rowning
maehine gun developed during the
war and weigh-;
sixty-five pound s.
The gun has a
muzzle velocity oI
2,500 feet a second and an effective range ·if
from 6,000 to 7,000 yards.
In testing toe
new gun and ammunition the ordnance
department has built a
rifle range at th~
Aberd ~n,
Md.,
proving grounds.

RHEUMATISM LEFT HIM
AS IF BY MAGIC!

Stop Using aTruss
tt.
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Now 83 Y eara,
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Surprise
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"URIC
ACID''
How the

"Inner
Mysteries"
Reveals Startling
Facts Overlooked
By Doctors and

Scientiata For Centuria
··1 am ~lgh ty- three~s old and I d octored for rheumatism ever since I ca me out
ot the army over fifty rear• ago" writes
:r. B. .Ash elman . '"Lik e many others, I
spent mone y freely tor so -called ·cures', and
I have r ead about 'U ri c .Acid' until I could
almost taste it. I co uld n ot sleep nights
or walk without p ain; my hands were so
sore and still' I could not hold a pen. But
now , as It by magic, I am again in a ctive
lrnsiness and can walk with ease or write all
day with comfort. Friends are surprised at
the change."
HOW IT HAPPENED.
Mr. .Ashelman is only one ot thousands
who surrered tor years, owing to the gene r al belief in the old , talse tbeory that "Uric
.Acid" causes rheumatism . This erroneous
belief induced him and legions of unfortunate men and women to take wrong treatments. You might just as well attempt to
put out. a fire with oil as 1'o try a nd get
rid of your rheumatism. n eu r itis and like
complaints. by taking treatments supposed
to drive U r ic .AcJd out ot your blood and
body. Many physician s and scientists no w
know that Uric .Acid n eve r did, n ever can
and never will ca use rheumatism; that It Is
a natura l and n ecessary co n s titu ent ot the
blood; that It Is found in everv new-born
babe; and that without It we could not live!
Th ese statPments may s eem s tran ge to
Rome folk s . who have all along been led to
believe in the old ''Lric .Acicl" humbug, It
took Mr . .Ashelman fifty yefrs to find out
this truth
He learned how to get ricl of
the true cause ot hi s rh eumatism, other
disorders , and recover his strength from
"The Inn er Mysteries," a r emarkable book
now being distributed trel' by an auth ority
wbo devoted over t w!'nty years to the scientific study of this particular trouble.
NOTE: H any r eader ot this maga:nne
wis h es the book that reveals these facts r egarding the true cause and cure of rheu matism, facts that were overlooked by doctors and scientists for centu ries past. simply
send a po st card or letter to l'J. P . Cl<-arwal e r, No. 534 G Street. Ilalio.- 1"11 •• Maine.
and it will be sent by return mall without
any charge whatever. Cut out this n otice
Jest you forg et! Tf not a su fferer yourself
hand this i:ood news to some a!l'licted friend .
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K. \Velwocth Co., Box 278, Jildlanapolis, Ind.
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Ujl 8boa1' Maiuc• Bar Bo&a to •ab bl= Prap- llattleip.
•Bow .. Oatok alUeb BMbot.r... Bow M WJa tb• PanroflAdl-.
dqat ....... ; . .. All•iabj..UMl,Pfultol.-.·ou. 10C P'OSTPAIO.

WARD PUB. CO., Tilton, N. II.

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL
PRICES

soc.
$100

A MEXICAN
LION HUNT_
Ilerc' a a JiOre68ion in constant
need ot more roen, quickly
studied (&11 you nood is a.

Lassoing lions
for
better
is
common educa\ion), pays bi gwlth. extra monty when a.ctlng
spring fever than
r eferee, or judc-e: presents opsassafras tea, acportunity tor tra"fcl- (a.ll expenses 11ald) makes you intimate
cording to StanKings-welcome
8.DOrt
with.
ley H. Graham,
everywhere; happy, con1:cnial.
r ea l man's work with great"
who has just reopportuniti es for advan cem~nt;
turned from a
mnku you free a.nd independmonths'
ent. T en dollars :Is n.ll you
three
need. No more to pay until
hunting trip in
by
1t
earn
actually
you
Mexico.
' ' Soortwrltlng-.•• Otnciat 'Tress
brought
Card" issued to each student.
He
Jt you are fond ot sports, here's
back the skins of
your chance to ca.sh in. Ask
mounfourt~n
for copy or "Strate-ht Talk.''
t~in lions, eight
Address Rap JI1.1..zard, Sporttn~
Edltor. Deot. 12.
tigers, t w e l v e
Newspaper Training Assoclallon, 1123 B'dway, New York
deel', twelve Mexican. monkeys anrl
twenty peccaries
hunted
"I've
n_early every vanety of game in
And you will not be satlsll&d unless you eam steady
promotion. But are you prepared for the job ah ead
North America "
or ;9"0u t Do you measure up to the standard tha.t
"b~t
said,
he
F or a more reswnsible J)OS1Uon n
in~urM 1ucceas t
falrlr Kood edueation ta n~a.ry. To wrtte a son~
t r a i I in g t h e
sible bu11.Dftl letter, to prepare estbna.te.. to flcure
lion
mountain
coat and to cemput& intoreet, you must hue & cerBig mon ey made at show card and
ta.ln amount of preparation. All thla you must be
writlng, Eas1, fnte~esjJ ng probeats them all for
E cl rn sign
able to d<J botor. 70u will earn promotion.
Cess ion. Learn it in a few hours'
thrills. The omy
spare tfme. We furdlsh colors and
•t 0
Many bu~ln111 hou1e1 hire no men whote reoen.t
Eam money
artJs~' materials fl"ee .
ft.A
knowledge ii not. equal to a. high school course.
way to hunt lions
while you team . B.ecome lndepend·
llQ
Why t Becauae bit buaineu re.t'u11ea to burden lt&ell
blood
with
is
ent. Go in.t o busfneu for yourself.
with num who are barred from promoUoa by tbe
lack of elementary oducation.
BIO OEMA~D FOR
hdunds and fast
SHOW CARD WRITERS
A lion
horses.
Show cards •nd pf'sters are
Can You Qualify lor a Better Position
needed by NatlonPI 11 nd loca l
will m easure sevad ...e.rU_,... and ••e l'Y lt"1e
d•ler a nrf merchant In 7our
four
feet
en
We have a :r>lan whereby you cm. We ca.n rive 70U
5
1
::" ·,..'!~" fhi~~a~!!~· ~:
inches from nose
;e:,11>~!8Ji:u~o~~Nft::e h~~riii~ Jiit fu~ ;;:
show yau how.
foundation o! practical business. It will l)repare
' to tip of tail and
Send for fr~ literature.
you to hold your own where com1>&tition 11 keen
Contains complete ln!ormatlon how you can ob150
weigh
and exacting, Do not doubt your abtlity, but make
tain paints, brushes., etc., frM; and beeom., fhnw
up TOUr mind to it and you will 1oon han tho r&pounds. A Mexicard writer. No oblica.tlons. Seid name and
Q.uirement.! that will brine you aucceas and bta
·
address to-day.
can lion is what
mono1. YOU CAN DO IT.
ALPHA SHOW CARD SCHOOL
Now York cny
you call a 'hard
1123F Broadway
Lot us show :rou how to ret on th& road to suec,.-,,,
It will not COflt rou a aiae'le working- hour. W d are
boiled essg.'
10 aure or beinz able to help you U1at we will
cheerfully return to 70u, at the end or ten lessons.
. "The real sport
enry cent 1ou sent \li it you are not absolutely
to f o I Io w
1s
sat.lafled. What !airer atrer can we m:iko you l
Wrlto today. It /°sta you nothinc but a 1tamp,
a lion, howling
his fury, into a
American School ol Correspondence
cave . . I'd go into
Chicago. U.S.A.
Dept. H.D. •-884,
the ' cave with a
short carbine and
American School of Correspondence, I
a candle on a
Dept, B .J> .-884, Chicqo, ID.
The uon
pole.
I want Job Cl1ed<ed - tell me how to get it.
would poke his
! ...Arebitoctli.llro to l16,000 ......Lawyer $5,000 to $15,000
head around an
_... Ball~Contractor
...... Mechanical Ena:ineer
alley in the cave
1 000
114,lOO to $18,000
......Automobil~&~;i! 2e. ...... Bbop Superintendent
to see the stra nge
IM,OOHo $10,000
118,000 to $7,000
light. Then I'd
.•••• .AotomobiJe Repairman ...... Emplo'U~~'f!'S~!,g&,
SZ,600 to 5',000
Of
him.
pop
......CivU E'fr;i~rto $1&,000 ...... Steam EJ!lfineer
course the disf'.'•.ooo to $4,000
..... .Straetoral Engineer
•••••• Foreman a Course
charge of the gun
$4,000 to $10,000
...... Photoplaf~;~rN,OOO
...... Buaineu Manager
pPt out the can000
0 000
......Cert111J5p':1~ 11::
...... SanitaJ1:':;~!; •
dle, and it's sort
eountant $7,000 toS16,000
$2 000 to $5,000
of ticklish on the
......Accountant& Auditor ...... Telephone Engineer
'2,600 to f1 ,000
$2 500 to $5,000
be backbone,
•••••. Draftlman & Designer ......Telegraph E~ne"1'
cause you don't
000
2
Gr'.::i~a:'
......Big;h Sch~!lntwoyean
...... Electrica\ E:~~~=:·
kn ow whether
Fit;:; the baud. cannot be seen,
......a•.,.......'i'~~!~o.ooo
......Fire lnaurance Expert
'!"'ith it you can throw Big Wide
you have really
.
g10,ooo
to
S3,000
Jn one 1ea:
~
curves. Bnys, get this Base Ball
or
him
killed
c:urver 3.nd yott can Pan 'Em as
not.''
Name:......................................................._,___..
-fast a• they cm;ne to Bat. By mail
lOe, 3 for ~5clwith catalog of novelties..
Graham's wife
IJNJVERSAL DISTRIBUTORS. .Drat. I 02 Sla!U(or4 Co1111. killed four lions.

YouWanttoEarn_BigMoney!

$2 s.
15 I ly

r-:::--------------...

CURV'ER.·

OLD COINS WANTED
$2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds ol
Coins. dated before 1895. Keep ALL old
Money. You may have Coins worth a
Large Pre mium: Sell<I lOc. for new
Illustrated Coin Value Book. size 4x6.
Get Posted at Once.
CLARKE COIN CO., Box 35, Le Roy, N. Y .

SEA LION
FOUND DYING
A
sea
lion,
which had been
terrorizing boatmen a n d oth e1:;;;
along th e Kill
van Kull fo r two
months, is dead.
He w as on exhibition
at
the
Charleston Boa t
Club house . at
K r e i s e r ville,
Staten
I sla nd.
He was nearl-y
seven feet long
and. weighed nea r
250 pounds.
Boatmen
h ad
reported
seeing
the big mamma 1
in th e Kill va n
Kull, and severa l
attempts
were
made t o shoot
him.
Rowbo at s
and
motorboa ts
were
u sed . to
trail him, but he
inva ri ably "du cked" out of danger. F or a week
no r ep ort of the
sea lion h ad bec'.1
heard a nd t h e
r e':'idents of that
secti on of N ew
J ersey an d St at·
en I sland were
b r eathing easier.
T h e other day
M argaret G€or ge,
1 2 vears old, of
A n °dro v e tt e
Street ,
Kre iser
ville, was picking
up dr ift w C'od
when she n oticed
a
good
sized
"log." She got ~
stick a nd pok ed
at it. T he "log"
moved. She ran
to the boathouse
and told the boy::.
Two of th em a~ 
companiEd her to
the spot. They,
too, p oked th e object with sticks
and kept pc;i;-ing
it until if w-.. .,etf
to move.
They
then carri ed it to
the clubhouse.
There was a
deep cut on the
!:'ea lion's he:\d,
!l.S though it had
been struck by a
motorboat
pmpeller.

$

Rais., Cash by malling us diamonds, watch es.
n ew and broken jewelry, pllltlnum, old gold
and s ilver, War Bonds, War Stamps, unused
pos tage, etc. Cash by r e turn mall. G ood s
r e turned in 10 days ·if you're not satisfied.
OHIO SlllELT~NG & REFINING CO.
262 Lennox Bide.
CleTeland, Ohio

On lepl dlclmt, :Tolin! Hart Brlttaln, helneh Dian, eerti!eL
to thi1: •'My head at the top and back wr.• abaolutely bald. The
1calp was shiny. An expert •aid that he thour;hi the hair roots Wet'!!
extinct, and there was no hope of my ever having a new hair growtll.
"Yet now, all an aga over 66, I have a lllXUrlan\ growtla of
jfOft, strong, lustroua hnir I No trace of baldnesa. The pictures shown.
llore are from m;r photographs." Mr. Brittain certilled furth4r:

INDIA?i'~

L_

SECRET OF, ;HAIR GROWTH

"At a time when I ltad. become discouraged.
·. It tryinr Tariou.s hair lotions, toRics, specialist&'
treatments, etc., I came across, in my iraTel1, a
()herokee Indian 'medicine man' who had an elixir
that he aneverated would. grow my hair. .Although 'After hair 11f'OfDITt
i1 had but little faith. I gave it & trial. To my
amazement a light luza soon appeared, n denlopecl, day by tfay, into
a healthy vowtb, and cire long 'lIJ.1'. hall' :was as proliJlo as i.n m'J'
7outhful da ys.
•
That I was aslonis1ietl and happy lS 'erP,.tssin11 my stat' of mind mirtlly.
Obviously, the hair roota had not been dead, but were dormant in
llte scalp, awaiting the fertilizing potency of the mj-aterious pomade.
I negotiated for .and. came in to possession of the principle for preparing this mysterious elix ir, now called Kotalko, and. later had th&
Pholo t11hen balcl, recipe put inj o practical form by & chemist. .
.
That my own hair ll'rowth wu permanent !iai lieen amply provo~•

How Y~U May Grow YO(!R Hair

n · baa

beeli proved In very many case• thd hair reotli dicl.
·
:bot d ie even when the hair fell ou~ through. dandrull', fever,
olopecia ar11ato or certe.in. otker hair or 1cAlp disorders. M:isfl
A. D. Otto reports: '• Abou• 8 yeara ago my hair bepn to fall
ou• until my scalp in apota wag;
&lmoa' entirely bald. I ueocl
enrythinr th3t. waa recommend'
ed but was always disappointo<I
until
last I came across KoFOR FAWNG HAIR
talko. My bald spots are bel.nC
BALDNESS, DANDRUFF
ce1vereil now; the rrowth is already abou• three inches." G.
W. Mitch<!JI reports: "I had
spots completely bald, over
which hair 11 now growinlf since
I used Kotalko.'" Mrs. Matilda
Maxwell reports: "The who!&
fron• of my head was as balcl
as the palm of my hand. for abou• lS. years. Since usinf
:Kotalko, hair i• Et"owinr al. over th• plac111 tha' was bald.' ·
'KolaZke U- f1101ttl1iful
Many more splendid, convinci~ ;reports fro111. eatis1led uaer1.
/Dr wom1n' s hair.
I
contain• GENUINB l!Eil OIL and other potent in•
ti
~(I
gredient•. No alcohol, ~o aha.mpoo; but a hair elixir of
•
I 1 ' ..
wonderful ell!cacy. All mgred1ents are safe and harmless.
0
'
ana for a child'• ecalp and hair. Positively KOTALKO is
one deliirhttully reliable hair preparation that succeeds
upon genu!ne merit. Buy a 'box of EOTALXO at the drug store, Or ask for Kotalka
•• the toile• rooda or druc counter of any larre department. store. Remember the
lllame. Accept nothing else as ''just aa good.'' $300.00 GUAJLANTEE. Or if you send 10
cent• (ailver or atampa), you will receive a Pll.001' 'BOX of Kotalko with BROCHURE,
poatJ>.aid. Determine NOW ta eliminate DANDRUFF, te treat BALDNESS, to STOP
~IR J'&OM FALLING,
Ge1i • box of gua.rr.nteed ltOTALXO, apply ence or twice
latq; waiela In your mlralr, For PROOF BOX (10 cent•, none otherwise) write to

KOTALl(O

a•

For Sale at all
BusyDrug Stores

I ."(I}

1

i)

KOTALKO-OFFICES,

BA-375~ · Station

X, New York

OU~

TEN-CENT HAN0

NAI' OLO:ON ::i OltA.CULU.M. ANlJ """'· .\l
No. 1.
UOU.K.- Coutuiu1ug Lilt! gn:ul Ol'UCle ot l.JUUHlU U!.:!8·
l iuY; tillio tile i1·uc weauiug- ot n1wo::;i.. auy kind vt
ureuws, together will! cuarw::;. cert!muu1es, uull cunou~
g;awe::; ur cart.ls.

l'<o.

~-

liOW '.l'O DO T!UCK::i.-Thc gr.,at uook ot

magic autl curU trick.::;, cuuw.d11uq~; fulJ ilu:;tructlon ou all
L11c 1cuuiug curd trh.:b.::; ut ti.h:! U.ay, also tilt? lllOt:;t popular
huli;H.:al iltusiou::; u::; perf@nueti Uy our leaUiug iuagi·

c1 uus; .,v.,ry uoy sl1oulu outuin a copy of this book.
.l'<o. a. HOW TO l!'Lllt'l'.-Tbe arts and wiles or
1llrtutiou are fully explaiueu by this little book. Besilles the vudou• metuod• or baBdkercbief, fan, glove,
parnsol , wiuuow a11d bat tlirtatiou, It contains a !ull list
or lhe lu11:,;uuge and sentiment of tlowers.
No. 4. 1Hh>' ·.ro lJA.1'U..,; is the title of this little
\Jouk. lt cuutuiuti full i11tt t:l"l.1ctious iu the art of aauclug,
<'ll<!Uelte iu tllt! lJallrOolll anu at parties, how to di"t!SS,
auu rull dlrectious J:or cullrng oil'. iu all popular S(!Uaru

uuuces.

N o. 5. H O W '.l' O lUAKE LOVE.-..!.. complete guide
co love, courttillip uud i11a,i:1·iui;e, gn u1g- St!liSliJ ,e auv1ce,
1

rules a1H.l eLi\J.Ut!t..te to iJe ol>::;erveJ., with wauy curiou:i

auu i11teresting tlllugs not gt!nerally kuown.
No. Ii. liO »' ·.ro .tSECOMJ<: AN A'.l:ilLJ<:'J.'E.-Givill g
Cull iustrw..:t.1 vus 101· U1e uce of duml.Joe.v. s. lLu.lia.u cluu:.,

l'arallel uar::>, 1J.onzoutal Uars unll vurluui::; oiut:.i: Wt!t11vUo
ut u01oe101.111.1..; a gvvti, llealtlly lllU:::icie ~ cout:..iiniug- u\.-.:1·
:-;u.. 1..y iau::iuu.tiuu:s.
N o. 7. HOW TO liJ<:El' lllRDS.-Hanusoll lely illu•u·utell auu t.:uutniuiug iull iu:::aructious tu1· the wauage·
htt!Ul u1u.l. Lruiuiug of We caLHll'Y, lllocK11.1g LJird, buuv1Uui,
'
u1uck\Jirtl, 1JUl'Ot,1Ut!t, i)arrol, etc.

N o. l) . uow 'J:O Js.,;co ,\UJ: , VENT£ULOQUIS'.f .lly Uan:y 1'.lrrr..euueUy. ~very iuteuigc,ut uuy r t.:a u1ug tl!ht
uook of lllbtl'U'.:tious cau wast.e r U1~ a1·L, uuU create uuy
awouut ur tuu for llimselt a11u il"ieuus. lt ld the gre<1test lluuk eve1· vulllishetl.
JHnV 'l'O BOX .-'1'be art of seli· clefense
No. 10.
Co11taiuiug ove r Wirty il1ustratious ot
muue euoY.
guurds, u10ws, aull tll" iliffere11t positions of 11 good
uo>:er. i,;v.,ry l>oy HboulJ oularn OU<' of tlrnse usetul and
rnsLruclive lJouks, Ud it \\ill t each you bow to llox willlout au instnH:Lvr.
'J:O WRl'i'J<: LOVE-LETTEKS .-A
_..,, d
loo o. 11.
lll'J tiL couiplt: tt! 11u.1e IJo Oh, coutu1uiug tu 11 llh ection~ for
writ.iuf; lovc-lt.:t.u.~rs, untl wbeu to use t.Uelll, givh1g ~pec1weu h!dt:rti lvi' j uuug autl vh.1.
No. 12 . ff.v • ,I ".i.\J ,,1111.•;.•..,; .LE'.r'J:J<:i S TO LADIES ..:_
li1v1ug \.'.Ullit.11t::Le J. UJ)ll u<;uuus ror Wl'lt1LJ~ teller~ to
h1.Uit!s ou ull ::;uoje-.·ts; ai:::.u HH.te1·s of illtfl..1uuct.iuu, uutco
uuU

rel.J.u t:til~.

1'o. l~ . lHJ".V TO l.10 iT;
-1t. is a gJ.·co..u•.i.u.c secret,
wau Uet>u..:...; t.o kuow all
lit it.
N.,. 14. uuw TO MAKE
lJOOl\: for u1aK111g aH kiutl::;

- - i-A 'rE!!T l!U'UES - 1030 'l'he Liberty Boys on a l<'oray; or, Hot Work With
tile Raiders.
1031 " encl the Mobawk Chief; or, After St. Leger's
Indlans.
a11d the Tory Girl; or, '.rbe Scheme tc DestroJ
10:32
New York.
j()j:J ..
Surrounded; or, A Daring Dash for Freedom.
Lo_g Tower;_ or, Borulluruing tbti Stockade l•'ort.
lUJi
lUa.3 " With tb~ Pioneers; or, At War With the Heuega<les.
1036 " F\~1;~ot1~~-}iope; or, In tb.e Time of tl:e .. Hard

1037

"

1038
103U
1040

..

1041

"

1042

"

1043

"

"

1044

"

1045
104G

1047
1048
101!)
1050

"
..

1051

"

10;;2
1053
10J4
1055
lOGG
1057

"

·•

JOGO
JOGO
1061
10()2
10().1
10G4

"

1005

"

CANJ)Y.-A complete banuur ca.6.dy, ice-cream, ~yrups,

l()(JG
7

.l'<o. 17. HOW TO DO AIECHr!u."'IICAL Tltl:C.KS.Co11tainiug coruvlete in~tructions for p<:rlorming over
l.t~uliy illu strated.
s1xLy wecuau1ca1 tricks.
Nt1. 18. -HOW TO BECO.IU: .IJEAUTIFUL.-On e ot
tlle llrighlest aud wos t v11luallle little books ever given
to the worlu. BvuylJody< wishes to know bow to become ll-euutiful, llotrt male aJ.111 femal e. 'l'be secret ls
si1uple, a11U aluwst costless.
HOW TO ENTERTAlN AN E\'ENINO
No. 20.
PAJtT:>.-A cowplele coU1peudium of games, s ports,
carU dive1·s1ous, comie r ecit utions, etc., suit.alJlc fo1· parlor or U.1a,,·1ug-room entertainment. lt contains more
ror llle ruo n <;y than any llook pu!Jlighed.
No. H. HOW TO HUNT AND i tISll.-'l'lle most con.plele huuting untJ Jisll ing g uid e ever published. Jt CO U·
Lai us full lnslructions allout guns, llunti11g dugs, t raps ,
trapping anll fishing, toge ther witb description of game
an<.l fish.
No. 63. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A won<lerful
little book, tt!lliug yon bow to write to your sweetb,eart,
yo ur f:ltller, molber, sister, brot!Jcr, employer: and. iu
l.t•~t. everybody an<.l anyl.>ody you wish to write to.
No. 5'l. llOW TO KEEP AN.O .MANAGE l'ETS.Glving comp lete information us to tb <! man11er and
m etllo<l of raising, Jrneping, taming, breeding and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full instructions for
muking cages, eLc. irul]y explained by twenty-eig!Jt
I
illustrations.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
New York

"

1 009

'.'.

1071

"

°
~ :ks

and Ca plain Micluigbt; or. The Patriot Spy or
Sleepy Hollow.
Girl 1"nemy; or, a Hard Foe to Fig!Jt
Hille Corps; or, 'l'l1e Twenty Dead ::;bots
on 'J'orn Mountain; 01-, Warm Work in °tbe
Ramapo Valley .
f'.rlsone r of War; or, Acting as Aids to Wasb rngton.
a::i?v~~azy Jane; or, 'J'be Girl Spy of the James
~~u'.:\s'.if~J'. Tarleton; or, Getting Even With

a

and "Red Fox"; or, Out With the Indian
'
Fighters.
at Klngsl) rldge; or, 'Vbe Patriot Boy and the
l:le8sl~ns .

ai;<I the ~1id<ly; or, Dick Slater's Escape From
tbe J;'leet.
W eek of '.rerror; or, Fighting In tl1e Wilderness.
Gun Divi~ion; or. The Yank ee Boy of Bedfo r d
ftcuskh1 l!'oe; or, 'l'he . Batt!~ in the Woods. •
Tb e Liberty Boy• at Fort Washington·" or
•
'
:Making a Brave Stancl.
After tbe Redcoats; or, The Battle or Buck's
1eek.
H earl
on $wnmp I sla nd; or, Fighting for Sumter.
Deadly Enemies; or. Tbe Secret Band of Three..
and tile Black Spy; or, A Terrible Rlcle for Life
iu the Trendies; or, The Yankee Girl of Harlem·
•
Slg11al Gun; or . Rousing the People.
a~ ..~~e y~~~~t Fire; or, Exciting Times in Old

an cl the Tory Bandit; or, Th e Escape of the
Governor.
rn Time; or, Riding to the Hescue.
J:'al"~ G•1!1lP: or. _A • ·arrow Escape frr>m D<'f~at.
l p J".nrlh; or. W1lh Arnold on Lnl<c Cllarnplmn
Fooh11g- lJQwe; or, ~.rhe Twin Jkly Spie~ of th·
e
llro11x.
1\i~,~~~g ~ ;~~-ge; or, The Little Patriot of

1058

or , llOOli 01'' ETIQUETTE.
u1H.l oue tllat every youug
'l ' llere's laapplue.::4::i
al.lout.

e::;::;euce;:;, et1.:., eLc •

168 West 23d Str eet

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

BOOKS

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They Contai11
Va luable Information on Almost Every Subject

••

1070

1

Kt-ntucky; or, After Ille Redskins and Renegades.
a~~in~lcl !>Joli; o r, Tbe Witch of Hed Hook
~n

Secret Cave: o r, lliding From Tryon

1;;1fiii~/f1e0c;y 0~f 1;!;,~J~~~·
~n;~~~~t ·if/~~r '. o0r~· Washington's
C lever Ruse:

Call. to. A'rms; or,
Whirlw111U Attack; or, A Terrible Surprise to
Tarleton.
Out WitJ;i Brave Bnn-y; or , Tbe Batt.le With
tb(' "ln1corn."

J,ost. Trail; or .. The Escape of the Traitor.
Bentl.Il tl)('. Skrnners; or, Clearing Out a Rad
Lot.
For sale by. all newsdealers, or will be sent to a11y ad ..
drei:.s on rec"1pt of price, 7c. per copy, ln money or Po•·
tage stamps, by

1 0:1 2
] 013

;;

l'"RAYK TOUSEY, Pnb., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

SCENAR IOS

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per Copy
This book contains all tbe most rr<'ent cbsmges in tha
method of construction and •ubmlssion of 8 cenario8~
~ixty ~es sons , covering every phase ot scenario wrltIfg. Ii or •ale by all Newsdea lers and Bookstores.
"' you cannot procure a copy , send u s the price,
35 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will
mall yon one, p ostage free. Address
L . SENAR ENS, 219 Seventh 9ve., Ne w York, N . Y,

